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ABSTRACT

First-year sea ice is expected to be the prevailing sea-ice type in the Arctic in
the 21st century. However, in-situ observations on the evolution of first-year
sea ice and its accompanying interaction with the ocean and the atmosphere
are largely lacking. This thesis investigates a variety of measurements above,
within, and below growing and melting first-year sea ice that were obtained
during both lab experiments and a winter-long field campaign at the north-
western coast of Greenland during the unusually warm winter of 2009/2010.

One feature that can only be observed on first-year sea ice is frost flowers.
I investigate how frost flowers influence the growth and melt of first-year
sea ice. I find that the insulating effect of frost flowers leads to lower ice
thicknesses during freezing, and that the dissolution of the underlying sea
ice by the salty frost-flower meltwater enhances the melting process.

The bulk salinity of sea ice strongly influences the energy transport through
sea ice. I investigate the processes responsible for the desalination of first-
year sea ice during its transition from a winter state to its complete melt in
summer. I find that the overall temperature increase during spring together
with the high bulk salinity of first-year sea ice leads to an increase in sea-ice
permeability and enables gravity drainage. Flushing occurred after the de-
salination by permeability drainage.

To obtain the bulk-salinity evolution of sea ice in situ, we improved the elec-
tronic setup of an already existing instrument. The novel development is
capable to measure the individual parts of the impedance between two thin
metallic wires that are frozen into the ice. Results show the impedance to
be almost exclusively resistive. However, the high sensitivity of the mechan-
ical setup of the instrument and its influence on the properties of the ice
forming between the wires calls into question the field applicability of this
instrument.

I investigate the role of the evolution of first-year sea ice for the physical
properties of its adjacent layers in atmosphere and ocean, and on the heat
flux at the ocean surface during both abrupt and gradual transitions from an
ice-free to an ice-covered ocean. Maximum oceanic heat loss occurred dur-
ing the initial formation of a continuous sea-ice cover. I apply a conceptual
model to estimate ice thicknesses and ocean-to-ice heat-transfer coefficients.
The ocean-ice-coupling coefficient was highest during periods of high ice
production. Estimated ice thicknesses agree well with observations until ac-
cumulation of heat at the ice surface induced melting of the ice interior.
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Part I

INTRODUCT ION

... what has fascinated so many explorers on their journeys, and what is so
unique in Polar regions that there is nowhere anything like it: that is the life
cycle of the sea-ice in the course of one year and in the course of a whole
number of years. It is the history of its life, showing us its birth or origin, its
growth, its attaining its maximum thickness, extension and strength, its de-
cline, and finally the end of the sea ice. And this life cycle of the sea-ice which
Weyprecht so beautifully called its “metamorphosis”, offers, from the scientific
point of view, not only some of the most important, but also some of the most
interesting and difficult problems which the sea-ice and seawater in general
has to offer.

— Josef Zukriegel, 1935





1INTRODUCT ION

1.1 motivation and research questions

First-year sea ice, which has become the prevailing sea-ice type in the Arc-
tic in the 21st century, is considerably saltier and thinner than multi-year
sea ice. It is saltier because it did not yet experience summer melt, and it is
thinner because it did not experience the multiple-year cycles of additional
ice formation at its bottom. This makes first-year sea ice more vulnerable to
natural fluctuations in atmospheric and oceanic forcings.

The recent observed reduction in Arctic sea-ice extent has been accompa-
nied by a substantial loss of multi-year sea ice in all seasons [Johannessen
et al., 1999; Comiso, 2002; Nghiem et al., 2007; Maslanik et al., 2007; Kwok et al.,
2009; Maslanik et al., 2011]. These formerly multi-year-ice areas are replen-
ished with first-year sea ice, which makes the ice cover as a whole more
susceptible to future rapid declines [Maslanik et al., 2007].

The effects of the shrinking and thinning sea-ice cover are expected to be
significant on regional and global scales. Because the ice cover insulates
the ocean from the polar atmosphere, any change in salinity and thickness
of the ice cover will influence the surface-heat exchange, the ability of the
ice to reflect the incoming shortwave radiation, and the thermal properties
of the ice [Perovich et al., 1998; Perovich and Elder, 2002; Eicken, 2003; Zhang,
2005; Perovich and Richter-Menge, 2009; Weeks, 2010]. The water-vapor content
of the atmosphere has increased partly in response to the reduced sea-ice
cover and hence modified surface-heat fluxes, which may have enhanced the
warming of the lower part of the atmosphere during summer and autumn
[Screen and Simmonds, 2010]. Moreover, the increasing first-year sea-ice for-
mation in winter is expected to influence the deep-water formation in polar
regions, which is an important component of the global ocean thermohaline
circulation [Aagaard et al., 1981; Carmack, 2000; Martinson and Steele, 2001].
Additionally, a thinner ice pack is more easily disrupted by winds, and thus
it is very likely to also influence the sea-ice and freshwater export from the
Arctic ocean into the northern North Atlantic through Fram Strait. This ex-
port modulates the ocean thermohaline circulation, which then feeds back
onto the Arctic climate [e. g. Zhang, 2005].

However, the weakness of our current understanding of sea ice and the
polar-climate components in general is reflected by the disagreement among
results for the Arctic sea-ice retreat in global coupled climate models [Stroeve
et al., 2007]. That the age of sea ice explains more than half of the variance in
observed and simulated summer sea-ice extent [Rigor and Wallace, 2004] is
but one example of the necessity to improve the simulations of a saltier and
thinner sea-ice cover under various atmospheric and oceanographic condi-
tions, and to understand how the changing atmosphere-ice-ocean system
adjusts to external perturbations.

This improvement of model formulations is impossible without measure-
ments above, within, and below forming, growing, and melting first-year
sea ice.
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4 introduction

However, datasets obtained during the evolution of first-year sea ice and
the interpretation of accompanying processes in the atmosphere and the
ocean are largely lacking. One experiment to investigate the state of the at-
mosphere, ice, and ocean over an entire annual cycle was the experiment to
study the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (sheba, October 1997 to
October 1998). It was directed at acquiring a high-quality and comprehen-
sive dataset of the atmosphere-ice-ocean system and provided the opportu-
nity to investigate processes above and within both multi-year and first-year
sea ice [Perovich et al., 1999].

During sheba, the ice itself served as a platform that was a Lagrangian
drifter. Hence, the sheba platform existed throughout the whole year, and
the ice that served as a platform grew further after the experiment. The
situation is much more difficult if one wants to measure atmospheric and
oceanic properties prior to first-year sea-ice formation and during its melt,
since the platform in the first place needs to grow, or is almost inaccessi-
ble during melting. However, we had the opportunity to use a sailing ship
that was overwintering in a small Greenlandic bay at the northwestern coast
of Greenland during the unusually warm winter of 2009/2010 [Jung et al.,
2010]. This thesis investigates a variety of unique data that we obtained from
this platform during the formation, growth, and melt of first-year sea ice.

One feature that can only be observed on first-year sea ice is frost flowers.
Frost flowers are known to change a number of physical properties at the
sea-ice surface, including the brightness increase at radar frequencies, which
leads to difficulties in the radar remote sensing of sea ice because ice thick-
nesses are overestimated [Onstott, 1992; Martin et al., 1995, 1996; Isleifson
et al., 2010]. However, due to the inaccessibility of the very young and thin
sea-ice surface on which frost flowers exclusively grow, and the atmospheric
prerequisites for frost flowers to grow at all [Style, 2007; Style and Worster,
2009], observations on these fragile, salty crystals are rare, and observations
on the temperature evolution above, within, and below frost flowers are
nonexistent. This leads to the first set of research questions addressed in
this thesis:

What are possible condensation nuclei for frost flowers? How do
the temperatures above, within, and below frost-flower-covered
ice evolve compared to those for bare ice at the same level? Is
there a dependency between the salinity evolution of both frost
flowers and the underlying sea ice? Do frost flowers influence
the thickness and morphology of the underlying sea ice?

Most properties of sea ice are strong functions of the bulk salinity. Therefore,
the evolution of the bulk salinity is crucial for understanding the interaction
of sea ice with atmosphere and ocean. Traditionally, the bulk salinity of sea
ice is obtained by the extraction of ice cores [e. g. Eicken et al., 2009; Weeks,
2010]. An extensive study of ice-core data obtained from first-year sea ice
was carried out by Kovacs [1996], who reexamined ice-core data obtained
from a variety of places by Cox and Weeks [1974] and both studies found that
the general amount of scatter between the data was quite small with strong
general trends [Cox and Weeks, 1974; Kovacs, 1996; Weeks, 2010]. However,
ice-core data obtained prior to the complete melt of first-year sea ice to my
knowledge are nonexistent. Hence, an investigation of the processes driving
the desalination of first-year sea ice during melting was almost impossible
in the past. The second research question addressed in this thesis is based
on ice-core data I obtained from melting first-year sea ice:



1.2 thesis outline 5

Which processes lead to the desalination of first-year sea ice dur-
ing its transition from winter to summer?

However, traditional methods to obtain the bulk salinity of sea ice by ex-
tracting ice cores are destructive and error-prone due to the outflow of
brine during core extraction, and it is difficult to get continuous time series.
Hence, an instrument that is capable to measure the bulk-salinity evolution
of sea ice in situ would be highly appreciated in the sea-ice community.
Due to the combination of the electrically isolating nature of the pure-ice
matrix, and the highly conductive saline brine entrapped in the ice matrix,
electrical methods are promising. The first attempt to measure the electri-
cal impedance between electrodes that are frozen into the ice was carried
out by Shirtcliffe et al. [1991]; their instrument has undergone various im-
provements thereafter [Shirtcliffe and Kerr, 1992; Notz, 2005; Yamagishi and
Langhorne]. However, the attempt to use the instrument developed by Notz
[2005] failed, which leads to the third research question addressed in this
thesis:

How applicable are electrical impedance measurements between
two thin metallic wires to obtain the bulk-salinity evolution of
sea ice in situ?

The scarcity of datasets on the interaction of forming, growing, and melting
first-year sea ice with its adjacent layers atmosphere and ocean imply an
even higher scarcity of surface heat-flux estimates during those periods. This
leads to the fourth and last set of research questions addressed in this thesis:

How does the formation, growth, and melt of first-year sea ice in-
fluence the heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere? How
can sea-ice formation occur on seawater that is well above its
freezing point? Is it possible to estimate ice thicknesses and ocean-
to-ice heat-transfer coefficients from the derived surface heat fluxes?

1.2 thesis outline

The main part of this thesis consists of four chapters, which are written in
the style of journal publications and can thus be read independently of one
another. The thesis is structured as follows:

in part ii , I investigate how the formation, growth, and melt of frost flow-
ers interact with the salinity, temperature, and morphology evolution
of the underlying sea ice.

in part iii , I study processes responsible for the desalination of first-year
sea ice during its transition from a winter state to its complete melt in
summer.

in part iv , I investigate the applicability of an instrument that was devel-
oped to study the bulk-salinity evolution of sea ice in situ.

in part v , I study how the formation, growth, and melt of first-year sea
ice influence the heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere. I ap-
ply a conceptual model to estimate ice thicknesses and heat-transfer
coefficients.

I give a concise summary of the main results of this thesis in part vi.





Part II

S EA ICE LAUGHS

Schon nach wenigen Stunden beginnt der Krystallisationsprocess der einge-
frorenen Sohle. Büschelweise beisammen stehend schiessen die Krystalle zuerst
an einzelnen Stellen hervor, wachsen und werden rasch häufiger. Die glatte
Oberfläche des jungen Eises sieht bald aus wie eine überfrorene Wiese, auf
der hier und da die mit Reif bedeckten Spitzen der Grasbüschel hervorlugen.
Die feinen sich verlängernden Nadeln rücken dichter und dichter zusammen
und schon nach 24 Stunden hat sich auf dem jungen Eise eine Schichte von
mehreren Centimetern Höhe gebildet, die so dicht ist, dass der Uneingeweihte
glaubt, es habe geschneit.

— Karl Weyprecht, 1879





2THE INTERACT ION BETWEEN FROST FLOWERS AND
SEA ICE

abstract

I present field and laboratory observations on the temperature, salinity, and
morphology evolution of frost flowers and the sea ice below. In doing so,
I provide an extended mechanism of frost-flower formation, growth, and
melt, including the accompanying interaction with sea ice.

I find the following: (a) frost flowers nucleate on sea-ice platelets protrud-
ing from the sea-ice surface. (b) Frost flowers insulate the underlying sea ice
from the cold atmosphere, which can cause frost-flower-covered sea ice to
be warmer than bare ice by 1 ◦C. (c) The growth of frost-flower-covered sea
ice is slower than the growth of bare ice. (d) The salinity of frost flowers de-
creases with age and is dependent on the bulk salinity of the sea ice below.
(e) During melting, the salty frost-flower meltwater dissolves the underlying
sea ice, which increases the ice’s permeability and accelerates its melting.

The ongoing retreat of perennial sea ice is likely to be accompanied by an
increase in the areal fraction of frost-flower-covered sea ice. My results sug-
gest that this could cause an additional decrease of the sea-ice thickness due
to the insulation of frost flowers, and an acceleration of the melting process
of first-year sea ice.
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10 the interaction between frost flowers and sea ice

2.1 introduction

Frost flowers, salty ice crystals with a size of a few centimeters in width and
height, grow on the surface of newly formed sea ice if two environmental
conditions are met—the temperature gradient between the sea-ice surface
and the atmosphere has to be sufficiently large, and the wind conditions
have to be calm [Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994; Martin et al., 1996; Style
and Worster, 2009]. Frost flowers are thought to influence ocean-atmosphere
salt and heat exchanges both on regional and large scales, but due to the
relative inaccessibility of the Arctic and Antarctic regions, field studies of
frost flowers are rare, and studies concerning their interaction with the un-
derlying sea ice are nonexistent. With this chapter, I present measurements
of the morphology, temperature and salinity evolution of frost flowers and
the underlying sea ice, which I carried out during field and lab experiments.

If the two environmental conditions given above are met, frost flowers can
be observed all over the polar regions. In particular, in leads the ocean water
is exposed to the cold air, and, due to high temperature gradients between
the ocean and the atmosphere in winter, leads usually freeze-over very fast
and provide a perfect site for frost flowers to grow. With the ongoing retreat
of perennial Arctic sea ice, leads are expected to appear more often, which
would increase the likelihood of frost flowers.

Frost flowers change a number of physical properties of the sea-ice surface.
They increase the surface roughness and the albedo of young sea ice, since
their varying facets reflect incoming shortwave radiation much more effec-
tively than newly formed sea ice without frost flowers. This leads to difficul-
ties in the radar remote sensing of sea ice. The brightness increase at radar
frequencies due to the appearence and growth of frost flowers is about the
same as the variation of the brightness range for all sea-ice types [Onstott,
1992]. Moreover, frost flowers influence the temperature of the sea-ice sur-
face. Laboratory experiments have shown that the surface temperature of
the frost flowers can be 4-6 ◦C lower than the surface temperature of the
same ice after removing the flowers [Martin et al., 1996]. This will lead to
young and warm sea ice mistaken for old sea ice in infrared-satellite images,
since colder temperatures are falsely assigned to thicker sea ice. The im-
portance of frost flowers on the thermodynamics of the underlying sea ice
was illustrated during a field experiment in the Canadian Arctic, where the
increase in sea-ice thickness between a frost-flower covered area of sea ice
(increase of 1 cm) and the same type of ice cleared of frost flowers (increase
of 4 cm), differed by 3 cm after 12 hours [Isleifson et al., 2010].

Another source of interest is the impact of the salt within the flowers on
the chemistry of the atmosphere. Sunrise in polar regions brings episodes
of almost complete depletion of tropospheric ozone. These ozone-depletion
events are correlated with high concentrations of bromine compounds. Since
the salt within the flowers also contains chemicals such as bromine monox-
ide, the formation of new sea ice was proposed to be an important factor in
the depletion of ozone [Rankin et al., 2002; Kaleschke et al., 2004; Jones et al.,
2006], and the study of frost-flower chemistry was subject of much recent
research. Recently, the variation of surface ozone, wind and temperature
was measured in Antarctica over one year [Wang et al., 2011]. The results
show ozone-depletion events to be strongly correlated with a temperature
drop below −30 ◦C and calm winds, which meets the two environmental
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conditions necessary for frost-flower growth. Additionally, the large surface
area of the flowers was proposed to give a more effective surface for the
distribution of sea-salt aerosols by winds. Sea-salt aerosols are deposited on
snow over land, which compacts over time, and later will give information
about past atmospheric conditions [Rankin et al., 2002].

However, recent studies [Obbard et al., 2009; Roscoe et al., 2011] call the in-
fluence of frost flowers on both ozone depletion events and on sea-salt
aerosol concentrations into question, since the authors neither measured an
enhanced amount of bromide within frost flowers, nor did they measure an
aerosol release from frost flowers. However, in both experiments the authors
did not take into account the initial stages of frost-flower formation. The ki-
netics and the yields of halogens strongly depend on temperature, composi-
tion, and acidity of the sea-ice [Huff and Abbatt, 2002], which differs during
the very initial stages of sea-ice and frost-flower formation compared to later
stages. Hence, an understanding of the physical processes going on during
the initial stages of frost-flower formation is crucial to also understanding
the chemical processes. However, how and on what type of condensation
nuclei frost flowers nucleate, is still not known.

In this chapter, I present field and lab observations on the nucleation and
formation of frost flowers, and field and lab measurements of the tempera-
ture, salinity, and morphology evolution of frost flowers and the underlying
sea ice during freezing and melting processes. To my knowledge, this is the
first time that also the melting of frost flowers is documented.

After a presentation of the experimental setups of both the field (section 2.2)
and lab experiment (section 2.3), I present and discuss observations regard-
ing the initial nucleation and formation of frost flowers in section 2.4. Mea-
surements and observations on the temperature, salinity, and morphology
evolution of frost flowers and the sea ice below I obtained during growth
and melt of the flowers, I present in section 2.5. In section 2.6, I use a simple
conceptual model to investigate the influence of frost flowers on the evo-
lution of the sea-ice thickness relying on the field and lab observations. I
summarize the results in section 2.7.

2.2 field experiment

To study the atmosphere-ice-ocean interaction during the formation and
growth of young sea ice, we carried out a field experiment in a small Green-
landic bay (72.79◦ N, 56.06◦ W) during a few days in March 2010. The site
is 5 km beeline to the airport of the settlement Upernavik, which itself is
located on an island within the fjord landscape of Western Greenland. A
sailing ship overwintering in the bay provided a basis for us and our scien-
tific equipment. The bay covers an area of 120 x 100 m2 and had an average
depth of 8 m. This bay turned out to be a perfect site to study the evolu-
tion of young sea ice under calm conditions, because oceanic currents were
almost absent and surrounding mountains protected the bay from the wind.

environmental conditions Influenced by an extreme negative phase
of the Arctic Oscillation during the winter 2009/2010 [Jung et al., 2010],
which contributed to unusually high temperatures over Western Greenland
(see figure 2.1), the freeze-up was extremely late, and the sea ice we found
when we arrived on 13 March had only been growing since the end of Febru-
ary.
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Figure 2.1: Map of air-temperature anomalies for February 2010.a

a Provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center courtesy NOAA/ESRL Physical Sciences
Division; source: http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/2010/030310.html

The average ice thickness within the bay was 35 cm. For the time of the field
experiment, the average sea-water temperature at a depth of 50 cm below
the water/ice surface was −1.2 ◦C. With an average mean seawater salinity
of 33.8 g/kg, the seawater temperature was above the freezing point for the
whole time of the experiment. During the first three days from 16 March
until 19 March it was cloudy in the morning, but turned into almost clear-
sky conditions during the afternoon. The mean air temperature was −19 ◦C,
and the mean relative humidity was 79% (see figure 2.2). During the night of
19 March the atmospheric pressure started to rise from 1000 hPa, reaching
1013 hPa on 22 March. Several light snowfall events occurred during that
time. The mean air temperature and the mean relative humidity increased
to an average value of −13 ◦C and 86%, respectively. These atmospheric con-
ditions offer the opportunity to study the influence of a frost flower on the
temperature evolution above and below growing thin sea ice not only dur-
ing the growth of a frost flower, but also during snowfall and the onset of
frost-flower melt.

setup and methods We chose the sampling site in the middle of the
bay, so as to be as far as possible away from the surrounding land and from
the sailing ship. To simulate the formation of young sea ice from open water,
three holes of approximately 1.2 x 1.2 m2 were cut into the already existing
sea ice, each with a different time of freeze-up. These three holes were used
as sampling areas for frost flowers and the underlying sea ice. Above the
surface of one of the holes air temperature1, wind2, and humidity3 sensors
were arranged in a height of 20 cm and 2 m, respectively. In the middle of
the same hole, two thermistor rods were deployed 40 cm apart from each
other. Every rod was made from teflon, had a diameter of 4.5 cm, and con-

1 Campbell 43347 RTD temperature probe with Campbell 43502 aspirated radiation shield
2 Campbell A100R for velocity and Campbell W200P-1 for direction
3 rotronic hygrometer MP 100 A with RS 12 T radiation shield
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sea ice.

Figure 2.2: Environmental conditions during the field experiment.

tained 29 thermistors4. One of the thermistor rods had a vertical resolution
of 3 cm; the other thermistor rod had an even higher vertical resolution,
ranging from 0.5 cm to 2 cm. The sampling interval of air temperature, wind
and humidity sensors was set to 30 s, while for the thermistor rods the sam-
pling interval was set to 10 s. Both the temperature and the humidity sensor
at 20 cm height stopped working on 20 March, 4 days after deployment.

To simulate sea-ice growth from open water, each hole was entirely cleared
of small ice pieces using a sieve prior to each experiment. In every case, the
initial ice growth began under quiescent environmental conditions.

Fortunately, during one experiment that lasted from 17 March until 20 March,
a frost flower was growing close to one of the thermistor rods, whereas the
other thermistor rod was not affected by frost-flower growth. This offers
the opportunity to compare the temperature evolution above and below sea
ice that is influenced by frost-flower growth with the temperature evolution
above and below sea ice that is not affected by frost-flower growth. However,
two and a half days after freeze-up, the frost flowers had spread out in the
horizontal plane to cover almost the entire surface of the sampling hole (see
figure 2.3). Hence, from this moment the temperature within bare ice was
also affected by frost flowers at its surface.

Several samples of individual frost flowers, frost-flower roots, and the skim
layer on top of the sea-ice surface (as defined in figure 2.4) were taken with
a flat metal spatula. To get representative samples of the very thin, newly
formed sea ice below and besides the frost flowers, I used an ice screw which

4 2.2K3A1 Series 1 Thermistor, calibrated to an accuracy of 0.05 ◦C
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(a) After 18 hours. (b) After 42 hours. (c) After 66 hours.

Figure 2.3: Evolution of the frost-flower coverage of the sampling hole besides the
hole with thermistor rods from 17 March unitl 20 March.

Figure 2.4: Terms for the parts of a frost flower used in this work: frost flower,
frost-flower root, skim layer and frost-flower-covered sea ice. Addition-
ally, there is bare ice without frost flowers on top.

normally is used by ice climbers, and took small ice cores with a diameter
of 1.2 cm. The salinity of the melted samples was measured with a HQ40d
multimeter (accuracy 0.01 g/kg). Sometimes the salinities of the samples
were saltier than the measurement range of the multimeter. In those cases I
analyzed the samples in the laboratory by diluting the samples with deion-
ized water. The ice thickness was measured with a millimeter-scale ruler.
The accuracy of the ice-thickness measurements is within ± 2 mm.

One and a half days after the freeze-up of a hole that had two frost flowers
on its surface, I did a section of tiny ice cores along the hole to study the
relationship between the salinity of frost flowers and the salinity of the un-
derlying sea ice. To do so, I first sampled the frost flowers and their roots,
and then used the ice screw to collect ice cores along a horizontal section
covering the entire hole. The spacing between the cores was 5 cm.

2.3 laboratory experiment

To complement the observations I did in the field, I carried out two lab exper-
iments on the interaction of frost flowers with the adjacent layers of air, sea
ice, and ocean during a complete life cycle of the frost flowers—formation,
growth, and melt.

setup and methods Frost flowers were grown in an insulated tank
with inside dimensions of 1.95 x 0.67 m2 and a height of 1.2 m (see fig-
ure 2.5), which itself was housed in a cold room with an area of 3 x 1.25 m2

and a height of 2.25 m . The temperature of the cold room can be controlled
down to −25 ◦C. The tank was filled up to a water level of 1 m with sea-
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Figure 2.5: Tank setup.

water5 mixed to a salinity of approximately 32 g/kg. Heat panels were ar-
ranged along the tank sidewalls to avoid pressure generation caused by a
complete ice cover frozen to the sides. To simulate a typical mean oceanic
heat flux of 4 W/m2, we arranged a cable on the floor of the tank that pro-
vided this heat flux. The cable also inhibited supercooling of the water below
the growing sea ice. To measure the evolution of the temperature and the
relative humidity above the sea-ice surface, an air-temperature and a hu-
midity sensor6 were arranged 20 cm above the water surface. The sampling
interval of both the air-humidity and the air-temperature sensor was set to
30 s. A conductivity-temperature sensor (CT) was arranged at 8 cm below
the surface. The sampling interval of the CT was set to 10 s. During the
cooling cycles of the cold room, the cold-room ventilator caused an average
wind velocity of 0.3 m/s. The de-frost cycles of the cooling machine induced
fluctuations of the preset ambient temperature. To measure the evolution of
the size of the frost flowers, a commercially available webcam was arranged
in a distance of 30 cm from the water/ice surface.

The setup of the two experiments differed in one important respect. During
the first experiment (hereafter Expt1) a typical fish-tank filter was arranged
within the tank to keep the water clean from particles brought into the sys-
tem during the setup of the experiments. Additionally, this fish-tank filter
caused a very weak current of approximately 0.1 m/s, which prevented the
water from stratifying. To study the influence of currents below the surface
on frost-flower formation, I switched off this filter for the second experiment
after the initial condition (homogeneous temperature within the tank) was
reached. During the second experiment (hereafter Expt2), an infrared cam-
era7 was installed directly beneath the webcam to measure the temperature
evolution of frost flowers and the surrounding bare ice. Due to setup con-

5 made from TUNZE Reef Excel Lab Marine Salt
6 the same as used for the field experiment
7 Jenoptik IR-TCM 640
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straints, the camera looked at an angle of 25◦ relative to horizontal. However,
a test run did not show an influence of the angle on the measured surface
temperature at these distances. The sampling interval of the infrared camera
was set to 10 s.

For both experiments, I chose the water temperature to be sufficiently warmer
than the temperature in the cold room, and then switched the cold room to
−25 ◦C, i. e., the strongest cooling possible. The large temperature gradient
led to evaporation of the water. The water vapor deposited on the coldest
surfaces in the cold room (i. e., the cooling coils of the freezing machine),
and also on some metal parts at the tank sidewalls. However, within the
frost-flower study area, the vapor deposited on its coldest surface too, i. e.,
the water surface. This resulted in a humidity gradient above the water/ice
surface, which is a prerequisite for the formation of frost flowers [Style and
Worster, 2009].

The methods for taking samples of frost flowers, their roots, and the sea ice
below were the same as during the field experiment (see section 2.2).

2.4 nucleation of frost flowers

When sea ice starts to form from open seawater under calm conditions,
3-4 mm small, needle-like crystals (frazil ice) conglomerate to a thin sea-
ice layer (nilas). While the growing ice crystals expel some of the salt into
the ocean, some of the salt remains within the sea-ice matrix to form highly
concentrated saline brine. If the temperature gradient between the air and
the sea-ice surface is sufficiently large and wind speeds are below 5 m/s,
the evaporation of the seawater below and enclosed within the ice matrix
provides a region of supersaturated vapor adjacent to the ice surface. The
vapor then condenses on condensation nuclei that are present on the sea-ice
surface [Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994; Martin et al., 1995, 1996; Style, 2007;
Style and Worster, 2009].

The first coherent description of a mechanism for frost-flower growth was
given by Style [2007], who improved the observation-based theories sug-
gested by Perovich and Richter-Menge [1994] and Martin et al. [1995]. The
main result of Style’s study is that the only requirement for frost-flower for-
mation is a sufficient temperature gradient between the sea-ice surface and
the atmosphere. He corrected the mechanism of Perovich and Richter-Menge
[1994] in that the salty skim layer on top of the sea-ice surface (see figure 2.4)
is not a prerequisite for the growth of frost flowers. This correction was based
on observations of frost flowers also appearing on fresh-water lakes [Domine
et al., 2005]. Also, Style [2007] was the first to derive a set of governing equa-
tions for modeling the growth of frost flowers. He proposed atmospheric
ice crystals (snow or diamond-dust crystals) falling on the sea-ice surface
to be a likely source for the nucleation of frost flowers. To my knowledge,
this has never been observed either in the field or under laboratory condi-
tions. Hence, the physical processes driving the formation of frost flowers
are still not fully understood. In the following section, I present observations
concerning possible condensation nuclei for the formation of frost flowers.
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2.4.1 Observations in the field

The frost flowers never formed from diamond-dust crystals (present from 13
March to 19 March; hereafter large-gradient regime) or snow crystals (present
from 20 March until 23 March; hereafter weak-gradient regime; see also fig-
ure 2.2) that were falling on the surface of the newly formed sea ice. Instead,
these crystals dissolved into the skim layer immediately. Therefore, I doubt
that they serve as nuclei for frost flowers as suggested by Style [2007]. In-
stead, the frost flowers formed on sea-ice platelets protruding from the skim
layer (see figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Close up of the structure of the skim layer one day after opening a sam-
pling hole on 20 March.

During both temperature regimes I removed ice crystals from sampling
holes with a sieve several times to get nearly the same time of freeze-up
for different holes. Almost immediately after opening the holes, thin sea-ice
platelets were floating within the seawater to form the thin, initial sea-ice
layer. But the difference in both the thicknesses and the structures of the
initial ice crystals after opening the holes during both regimes was striking.
Whereas the platelets formed immediately and were thinner, more regu-
lar, and harder for the large-gradient regime, the ice surface was a slushy
mixture of platelets for the weak-gradient regime. In the same manner, the
structure of the ice crystals forming the skim layer, and the thicknesses of
the skim layers varied between 0.1-0.3 cm for the large-gradient regime and
0.8 cm for the weak-gradient regime.

(a) Stellar-plate like structure that grew during
the night of 15 March (T̂ = -16 ◦C, r̂h =
81%).

(b) Fern-like structure that grew during
the night of 18 March (T̂ = -19 ◦C,
r̂h = 78%).

Figure 2.7: Morpholgies of frost flowers observed during the field study.
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Parameter Expt1 Expt2

at freeze-up

Tair [◦C] -25.1 -21.5

rhair [%] 78.6 80.5

Tsw [◦C] -1.5 0.2

Ssw [g/kg] 31.36 31.9

at time of frost-flower formation

Tair [◦C] -25.4 -22.7

rhair [%] 78 78

Tsw [◦C] -1.6 -1.6

Ssw [g/kg] 31.4 32.2

Table 2.1: Temperature and relative humidity of the air 20 cm above, and temper-
ature and salinity of the seawater 8 cm below the water/ice surface at
freeze-up and at the time of initial frost-flower formation for the two tank
experiments.

Figure 2.7 gives an impression of the frost-flower structures that evolved
during a large-gradient regime and a weak-gradient regime. Stellar-shaped
flowers only formed once. Unfortunately, this happened when we were ar-
ranging our weather station, which is why the air-temperature value of
−16 ◦C and the relative-humidity value of 81% in figure 2.7a stem from
the weather station that was 10 m from the hole on which the flowers grew.

For the rest of the field study I only observed fern-like flowers as shown in
figure 2.7b. These structures grew both at a mean air temperature of −13 ◦C
and −18 ◦C and a relative humidity of 85% and 79%, respectively.

2.4.2 Observations in the lab

In the lab, the installed webcam provided the opportunity to record the
growth process of frost flowers starting from the very initial stages of their
nucleation sites. Frost flowers formed when relative humidity and air tem-
perature were 78% and between −23-25 ◦C, respectively (see table 2.1).

During Expt1, a small ice tip appeared at the surface that served as the nu-
cleation site for a small frost flower approximately one hour after freeze-up.
This flower grew for half an hour before it collapsed. The nucleation site
then started to grow within the sea ice in all directions for half an hour. One
hour after the first ice tip appeared, the same nucleation site protruded from
the sea-ice surface as a small-scale topography and provided another ice tip
for a frost flower to grow up to a size of 7.2 cm wide and 2.4 cm high within
12 h (see figure 2.8b).

During Expt2, it took much longer for the ice tip that served as the nucle-
ation site for a frost flower to appear. Precisely: nine hours after freeze-up.
This flower was growing for approximately one and a half hours before it
collapsed. It followed a period of another one and a half hours, where the
flower increased its size and collapsed several times, before it started to
grow continuously. The final size of the flower after six hours was 4.8 cm
wide and 1.4 cm high.
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Figure 2.8: Conditions during the first laboratory experiment. a) air temperature and
relative humidity 20 cm above the sea-ice surface. b) evolution of the frost-
flower size.

Concerning the different environmental forcings for both experiments8, it
was striking that while the skim layer had a thickness of 0.2 cm during
Expt1, there was no skim layer at all during Expt2. In the laboratory, I only
observed fern-like frost flowers.

2.4.3 Discussion

Based on the observations described above, I suggest the following concern-
ing possible condensation nuclei for the nucleation of frost flowers:

As frazil-ice crystals conglomerate to form grease ice, some platelets form
that have a higher solid fraction (hereafter hsf-platelets) than the surround-
ing platelets with a lower solid fraction (hereafter lsf-platelets). Due to the
higher solid fraction of the hsf-platelets, two physical properties come into
play:

1. The thermal conductivity of hsf-platelets is higher than the thermal
conductivity of lsf-platelets, and

2. hsf-platelets are less dense.

Hence, as ice growth continues, the higher thermal conductivity leads to a
faster growth of the hsf-platelets. While they increase their volume inside
the sea-ice layer, they get lighter, and finally “float” on and within the thin
sea-ice layer, resulting in a small-scale topography at the sea-ice surface that
serves as the nucleation site for frost flowers. Later on, the hsf-platelets form
what I defined as the frost-flower root; and the lsf-platelets conglomerate to
form what I defined as bare ice throughout this work.

hsf vs . lsf salinity : The higher solid fraction of hsf-platelets implies
that they have a lower bulk salinity than the lsf-platelets, since the
faster growth of hsf-platelets leads to an enhanced expulsion of salty
brine into the underlying ocean. Furthermore, the enhanced growth
of hsf-platelets due to their higher thermal conductivity leads to a
thinning of the capillaries within hsf-platelets and therewith higher
brine salinities.

8 Expt1 with current; Expt2 without current; see section 2.3
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influence of temperature gradient on salinity : A weak temper-
ature gradient leads to lower bulk and brine salinities of the platelets
than a large temperature gradient, because the more slowly the sea-ice-
formation process is, the less seawater is enclosed and the less is the
fraction of solid fresh-water ice within the hsf-platelets. This causes
the nucleation sites for frost flowers to be less salty and to protrude
more from the sea-ice surface under a weak temperature gradient than
under a large temperature gradient between ocean and atmosphere.

Thus, the salinity of hsf-platelets and how much they are protruding from
the sea-ice surface is determined by the velocity of the freezing process,
which in turn is determined by the temperature gradient between ocean
and atmosphere during the very initial stages of sea-ice formation. The brine
salinity of hsf-platelets is higher under a large-gradient regime.

In addition to the degree of supersaturation above the sea-ice surface, which
is dependent on the temperature gradient between ocean and atmosphere, I
suggest that the size and the morphology of the protruding platelets deter-
mine which frost-flower structure will evolve. During field and laboratory
experiments carried out by other authors [Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994;
Martin et al., 1996; Style, 2007], rodlike frost flowers only formed at air tem-
peratures close to and below -30 ◦C, whereas stellar-plate like and fernlike
flowers grew at temperatures close to and above -25 ◦C. Since a rapid freez-
ing of the surface leads to a formation of smaller hsf-platelets associated
with a higher degree of supersaturation, this may be the case for rodlike
frost flowers; and bigger platelets together with a lower degree of super-
saturation serve as nuclei for the stellar-plate like and fernlike frost-flower
structures.

Hence, the newly formed frost flowers are directly connected to the under-
lying hsf-platelets with brine-filled, fine capillary systems, and the brine
is transported into the frost-flower skeleton by capillarity. The collapses of
flowers I observed in the lab during their initial stages of growth, I assign
to the initial wicking of relatively warm, saline brine into the capillaries of
the flowers. Especially the repeated collapses of the frost flower in Expt2
illustrates the sensitivity of frost flowers within the atmosphere-ice-ocean
system. Even though the air temperature is below −20 ◦C, it is the high tem-
perature of the underlying seawater that provides the brine that is rising
within the capillary system and overthrows the flower. The collapses sub-
stantiate that there is a connection of frost flowers to the underlying sea ice
and the ocean already during the early stages of frost-flower growth.

2.5 growth and melt of frost-flowers

2.5.1 Temperature evolution in the field

In the following, I present unique temperature measurements above and be-
low frost-flower covered sea ice. To investigate the influence of frost-flower
coverage on the temperature evolution of the underlying sea ice, I compare
the temperature evolution above and below sea ice that was affected by a
frost flower with the temperature evolution above and below bare ice (see
section 2.2 for details).

Almost immediately after opening the sampling hole in which the tempera-
ture sensors were deployed, ice crystals formed and conglomerated to a thin
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sea-ice layer. Exemplarily, figure 2.9 shows the evolution of the temperature
1 cm above (b) and 5 cm below the growing sea-ice surface (c) for both frost-
flower-covered and bare ice during a period of three days. Additionally, the
air temperature 20 cm above the sea-ice surface is shown (a).
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Figure 2.9: (a) Air temperature 20 cm above evolving frost-flower field. (b) Temper-
ature evolution 1 cm above, and (c) 5 cm below the sea-ice surface both
close to a frost flower and close to bare ice. Prior to sea-ice formation 5 cm
below the frost flower, the temperature was below the freezing point of
the initial seawater. Stars indicate period of several snowfall events. FI
indicates frost-flower-covered ice, BI indicates bare ice. Note different y-
axes.

Prior to frost-flower formation, the measured temperature both above and
below the water/ice interface where the frost flower formed afterwards,
was lower than the temperature above and below the interface where bare
ice formed afterwards. After frost-flower formation and growth, after some
time the temperature both above and below frost-flower-covered sea ice was
higher than the temperature both above and below bare ice at the same lev-
els. Average values for the differences between the temperature above and
below both frost-flower-covered sea ice and bare ice under different condi-
tions are summarized in table 2.2.

When the frost flower reached the temperature sensor at a height of 1 cm
above the frost-flower-covered sea-ice surface, the difference between the
surface temperature of frost-flower-covered sea ice and bare ice reversed,
and the surface temperature of the frost-flower-covered sea ice was higher
by approximately 1 ◦C than the surface temperature of bare ice at this level.
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Level above surface Prior to frost-flower
formation

During growth of
frost flowers

During
snowfall

4 cm −0.5 ◦C +0.3 ◦C +1 ◦C
1 cm −1 ◦C +0.7 ◦C +1.3 ◦C

−2 cm −0.8 ◦C +0.6 ◦C +0.7 ◦C
−5 cm −0.7 ◦C +0.8 ◦C +0.5 ◦C

Table 2.2: Average values of the temperature difference between ice that was influ-
enced by frost-flower growth and bare ice at the same level for several
levels above surface.

Snow covering the surface of the frost flower further increased the surface
temperature of the frost-flower-covered sea ice to be higher by 1.3 ◦C than
the surface temperature of bare ice. After approximately 12 h of light snow-
fall, the leaves of the flower could not carry the weight of the snow anymore
and the flower collapsed to the surface of the ice, thereby increasing the sea-
ice thickness by 0.5 cm.

Figure 2.9c shows the influence of frost flowers at the surface of sea ice
on the temperature evolution within and below sea ice even more clearly.
Prior to the formation of sea ice at this depth, the seawater temperature at
the advancing front below frost-flower-covered sea ice was lower by 0.7 ◦C
than the temperature at the advancing front below bare ice. Additionally,
the seawater temperature below frost-flower-covered sea ice was below the
freezing point of the initial seawater, which indicates supercooling of the
seawater. When sea ice formed below the frost flowers, the seawater temper-
ature at the advancing front had a value of -2.3 ◦C; whereas when sea ice
formed below bare ice at this level, the seawater temperature had a value
of -1.9 ◦C. After ice formation, the difference in the propagation of the tem-
perature signal is striking. It took 9.72 h for the frost-flower-covered sea ice
at this level to reach a temperature of -3 ◦C after formation, whereas the
bare ice reached -3 ◦C within only 5.89 h after its formation. After the snow-
fall and an accompanied increase of air temperature, the temperature of
both ice types increased. Additionally, the frost flowers at the surface of the
sampling hole had spread out horizontally to cover almost the entire hole,
which is why also the bare ice was influenced by frost flowers at the surface.
However, taking the onset of the increase in air temperature after 57 h as
the startpoint, the frost-flower-covered sea-ice temperature had increased by
0.38 ◦C after 6 h, whereas the bare-ice temperature had increased by 0.9 ◦C
after 6 h. Hence, bare ice not only reaches lower temperatures faster, it also
reaches higher temperatures faster.

2.5.2 Temperature evolution in the lab

To study the difference between the surface-temperature evolution of frost
flowers and bare ice that formed under the same environmental conditions,
I used the infrared camera described in section 2.3. It was fortunate that only
one single flower formed in the study area of the infrared camera, since this
offered the opportunity to clearly distinguish between the regions of the
frost flower and bare ice in the infrared pictures.

In previous studies it was found that the surface temperature increased by
4-6 ◦C after the authors cleared the surface of flowers [Martin et al., 1996].
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However, to measure how the surface temperature of frost flowers changes
compared to the change of the surface temperature of bare ice during melt-
ing, I did not remove the flower.
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Figure 2.10: Difference between surface temperature of frost flower and bare ice
(dash-dotted line) in relation to the size of a frost flower (green line).
The solid blue line shows the surface temperature of the frost flower (FF)
alone.

The difference between the surface temperature of the frost flower and the
surrounding bare ice is shown in figure 2.10. Both the increase and decrease
of the size of the flower are accompanied by an increase and decrease of the
surface temperature of the flower, i. e., the temperature difference between
frost-flower-covered ice and bare ice is linearly dependent on the size of the
frost flower.

Fifteen hours after freeze-up the air temperature was raised to induce melt-
ing and the flower disappeared within 15 h. At the sea-ice surface, it left
behind irregularities in the form of ice clumps and a brine pool (i. e., the
frost-flower meltwater). The temperature of the frost-flower meltwater was
lower by approximately 0.9 ◦C than the surface temperature of the surround-
ing bare ice (see figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11: Surface temperature of the frost-flower meltwater (FFM) after complete
melt of the frost flower and the surface temperature of the surrounding
bare ice.
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2.5.3 Salinity observations in field and lab

During both the field study and the laboratory experiments, the different
environmental conditions during freeze-up led to different salinities of the
frost flowers and their roots. The results of the field-salinity measurements
of frost flowers and their roots from the three sampling holes (see section 2.2
for details) at different stages of their growth are summarized in table 2.3.

Date of year 2010 Elapsed time [d] Flower salinity
[g/kg]

Root salinity [g/kg]

hole 1 - freeze-up on 13 March

18 March 5 75.6 -

general increase of ambient air temperature + snowfall

21 March 8 27.64 29.55

22 March 9 17.58 -

hole 2 - freeze-up on 17 March

18 March 1 50.64 34.26

18 March 1.5 59.46 -

general increase of ambient air temperature

19 March 2.5 46.11 38.94

snowfall

22 March 5 25.46 -

hole 3 - freeze-up on 18 March

snowfall

20 March 1.5 49.5 40.15

20 March 1.5 37.7 33.36

Table 2.3: Salinity of frost flowers and their roots taken in NW Greenland in March
2010.

Highest salinities of frost flowers were measured during the large-gradient
regime (see table 2.3, values on 18 March). After the changeover to the weak-
gradient regime, the salinity values were lower. Snow accumulating at the
surface of frost flowers led to a further decrease of the salinity. In summary,
salinities were higher for shorter growth times and under the large-gradient
regime.

As described in section 2.2, I did a horizontal section along a sampling hole
1.5 days after freeze-up of the hole to study if there exists an interdepen-
dence between the salinity of frost flowers and the salinity of the underly-
ing sea ice. This happened during the changeover from the large-gradient
regime to the weak-gradient regime. Two frost flowers grew within a dis-
tance of approximately 20 cm of each other at the surface of the sampling
hole. Since holes sawn into already existing sea ice are not free from the
influence of thick sea ice close to the sides, I only consider measurements in
a distance of ±25 cm from the center of the hole. However, the influence of
the thicker sea ice close to the sides was there and led to an earlier freeze-up
and hence a higher value for the sea-ice thickness of the sampling hole at
the sides.

One of the frost flowers grew on the thicker sea ice close to the sides. This
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Figure 2.12: Salinities of two frost flowers, their roots, and ice cores; together with
the thickness of the underlying sea ice. The samples were taken along
a horizontal section of 90 cm 1.5 days after freeze-up of the sampling
hole.

flower was smaller9 than the other flower10, which grew close to the center
of the hole, where sea ice was thinnest. The center of the sampling hole was
least influenced by thick sea ice from the sides and froze over last.

Both flowers were covered with snow. The small frost flower and its root
were saltier than the big frost flower and its root (see figure 2.12, upper
panel). The salinity of the small frost flower was 11.8 g/kg higher than the
salinity of the big frost flower. Additionally, the salinity of the sea ice below
the small flower was higher by 3.8 g/kg than the sea ice below the big flower
(see figure 2.12, lower panel).
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Figure 2.13: Salinity of frost flowers and frost-flower roots versus time (a) and ver-
sus the ambient air temperature (b). In (b), the weight of frost-flower
samples in gram is indicated. Circled values indicate samples during
melting.

9 Dimension of 6 x 10 x 2.4 cm in width, length and height, respectively
10 Dimension of 9 x 12 x 2.9 cm in width, length and height, respectively
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Complementary to the field measurements, several samples of frost flow-
ers and their roots were analyzed during the laboratory experiments. Fig-
ure 2.13 summarizes the results of both the field and laboratory studies. Con-
trary to the statement of previous studies [Roscoe et al., 2011], figure 2.13a
shows a decrease in salinity with age of the frost flowers. Due to the sparse
dataset, the dependency between the salinity of frost flowers and the am-
bient air temperature is difficult to determine, but the curve progresses
monotonically. The salinities were higher at lower temperatures (see fig-
ure 2.13b). This corresponds with the results of earlier studies [Martin et al.,
1995]. Again, I find the opposite to results of Roscoe et al. [2011] concerning
the time dependence of the salinity—the weight of the flower, which repre-
sents its size, is indicated besides the flower-salinity values in figure 2.13b.
The weight also represents the growth time, since the frost flowers steadily
increased their size during freezing once they formed. During my experi-
ments, the salinity was higher for younger frost flowers.

For all experiments I carried out both in the field and in the laboratory, I
find the difference between the salinity of the frost flowers and their roots
to decrease from approximately 20 g/kg during freezing to 10 g/kg or lower
during melting.

2.5.4 Morphology observations in field and lab

Figure 2.14: The figure shows a stellar-plate like frost flower that started to grow
during the night of 16 March. Note the small single ice crystals in the
lower left corner. The sea ice below frost flowers appeared milky and
was almost free of air-bubbles.

field Under the weak-gradient regime, the protruding sea-ice platelets
on which the frost flowers grew were significantly bigger than under the
large-gradient regime. The skim layer was significantly thicker during the
weak-gradient regime than during the large-gradient regime (see also sec-
tion 2.4).
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Once the frost flowers had formed, their further growth was characterized
by an accumulation of smaller and thinner crystals on top of older crys-
tals. Examplarily, figure 2.14 shows a stellar-shaped flower that grew on a
sampling hole during the large-gradient regime. The older stellar-shaped
crystals in the lower parts of the flower appeared more robust, thicker, and
darker than the younger crystals in the upper parts of the flower. The sea ice
below frost flowers appeared milky and was almost free of air-bubbles. It
was harder than the surrounding bare ice (investigated while screwing the
ice screw to take small ice cores).

laboratory During Expt2, I recorded a complete life cycle of a frost
flower. In figure 2.15a we see the protruding condensation site on which the
flower started to grow. Within only three hours, the flower increased its size
from 0.5 cm to 4.8 cm (figure 2.15b). 16 h after freeze-up the melting process
was induced, and approximately 22 h after freeze-up the frost flower had
collapsed (figure 2.15c). After another 20 h the frost flower was gone and a
brine pool had formed that dissolved the underlying sea ice (figure 2.15d).

(a) 11 h after freeze-up. T̂air = -22 ◦C,
R̂h = 80%

(b) 14.5 h after freeze-up. T̂air = -22 ◦C,
R̂h = 78%

(c) 21.5 h after freeze-up. T̂air = -16 ◦C,
R̂h = 84%

(d) 41 h after freeze-up. T̂air = 1.4 ◦C, R̂h =
96%

Figure 2.15: The life cycle of a frost flower. Within only 3 hours the flower increased
its length from 0.5 cm (a) to 4.8 cm (b). 8 h after inducing the melting
process the flower had collapsed (c). Finally, a brine pool formed that
dissolved the sea ice below (d). The protruding condensation site, i. e.,
the frost-flower root (FFR) is encircled in red.

The morphology of the sea ice that grew below the frost flower was stud-
ied by carefully sawing out the piece of sea ice on which the flower had
grown. The previously frost-flower-covered ice was much more fragile than
the surrounding bare ice. Immediately after taking it out, a photograph and
an infrared picture were taken to study the structure and the temperature
of frost-flower-covered sea ice.
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Figure 2.16: Vertical section through sea ice that was influenced by frost-flower
growth and melt. Left panel: morphology. Right panel: surface tempera-
ture.

The result is shown in figure 2.16. First, the morphology below the flower
differed greatly from the bare-ice morphology. Whereas the bare ice showed
a typical columnar structure (which can be seen on the left hand side of the
left panel in figure 2.16), the structure within the ice that grew below the
flower was funnel-shaped. The extension of the funnel in the upper part
coincided with the former size of the flower on top of the ice. Additionally,
there was a connection from the lower part of the funnel to the underlying
seawater via a brine channel. Comparing the temperature within the funnel
with the temperature of the columnar ice besides (figure 2.16, right panel),
the temperature within the funnel was lower by 0.6 ◦C. This indicates that it
was filled up with the salty frost-flower meltwater that had a lower melting
point than the fresher sea ice, which implies that the frost-flower meltwater
dissolved the underlying sea ice. Average values of the temperature of the
different components after melt are given in table 2.4.

Component Temperature

ambient air +2 ◦C
sea ice -0.2 ◦C

frost-flower
meltwater

-0.8 ◦C

seawater +0.5 ◦C

Table 2.4: Average temperature of flower relevant components after melt.

While taking photographs of the previously frost-flower-covered sea-ice struc-
ture, the frost-flower meltwater drained out of the funnel through the brine
channel. At the end of the experiment, the salinity of the sea ice that was
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influenced by frost-flower growth and melt was lower by 1 g/kg than the
salinity of the surrounding bare ice.

2.5.5 Discussion

growth processes Once a frost flower has formed, the further growth
is nothing else than the nucleation of further vapor particles onto the frost-
flower tips/skeleton. This means that when the flower is growing, more
fresh water freezes onto the flower, which finally must decrease the salinity
of the flower. While the frost flowers increase their size above the sea-ice
surface, the ice below is growing, which leads to a decrease of the temper-
ature gradient between the sea-ice surface and the atmosphere. Since this
temperature gradient determines the height and the existence of the super-
saturated layer of vapor above the sea-ice surface, the supersaturated layer
of vapor disappears and limits the height into which the frost flowers can
grow. Moreover, the growth of frost flowers leads to an additional increase
in temperature below frost-flower covered ice, since the frost flowers isolate
the underlying sea ice from the cold atmosphere. Additionally, it could be
the temperature increase that leads to the observed decrease of the frost-
flower salinity with age, since the increase is very likely to be accompanied
by a widening of the capillaries within the frost-flower skeleton and a re-
lease of the salty brine into the underlying sea ice.

The enhanced growth of the hsf-platelets (i. e., the frost-flower roots) which
is caused by their higher thermal conductivity, leads to an enhanced expul-
sion of salty brine into the underlying ocean. This explains the lower seawa-
ter temperature at the advancing front below frost-flower-covered ice prior
to ice formation compared with the seawater temperature below bare ice
(see section 2.5 and figure 2.9c). Another explanation could be the existance
of a brine channel right below the flower, so that the thermistor measured
the temperature of brine within a channel. In that case the higher brine salin-
ity would have caused a later freezing at the advancing front 5 cm below the
flower. However, all this is speculation and needs to be substantiated during
additional lab and field experiments.

To summarize, the lower freezing point of seawater with a higher salinity
causes the accumulation process of new sea ice below frost flowers to be
more slowly than the accumulation of new sea ice below bare ice. Addi-
tionally, the frost flowers on top of sea ice insulate the ice from the cold
air and cause higher temperatures within the frost-flower-covered sea ice,
which further slows down the growth of frost-flower covered ice relative to
bare ice.

melt processes Snow covering the surface of frost flowers leads to a
widening of the capillaries within the flowers and their roots, accompanied
by a release of the salty brine into the seawater throughout the sea-ice layer.
One could argue that the decrease of the frost-flower salinity after snowfall
is just because of the mixture of the frost flower with snow. But since the
salinity of the frost-flower roots decreases too (and the root is not directly af-
fected by the snow), it likely is the release of salty brine into the underlying
sea ice and the ocean that leads to a decrease in the frost-flower salinity.

The difference between the salinity of frost flowers and their roots decreases
from approximately 20 g/kg during freezing to 10 g/kg or lower during
melting. This can be explained by the weakening of capillary forces due to
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the widening of the capillaries as the local temperature increases, which in-
dicates a downward transport of salty brine into the underlying sea ice.

When frost flowers collapse and finally melt, they form a brine pool (the
frost-flower meltwater) which is much saltier than the underlying sea ice
that has a higher melting point. Hence, the frost-flower meltwater flows
downwards and dissolves the underlying sea ice, which finally leads to dif-
ferent morphologies of frost-flower-covered sea ice compared with the mor-
phology of bare ice.

The observations imply that the dissolution of sea ice by the frost-flower
meltwater has a strong impact on the rapidity of the sea-ice melting process.
The salinity of the sea ice on which the flowers grew is important, because a
larger salinity difference between the frost-flower meltwater and the sea ice
will lead to faster dissolution and thereby faster melting of the sea ice. Even
though bare ice reaches higher temperatures faster (see section 2.5), which
implies that bare ice should melt faster than frost-flower covered ice; in the
end it is the salinity of the frost flowers that dissolves the underlying sea
ice and thereby increases its permeability and its interaction with both the
warm ocean and the atmosphere, which finally leads to a faster melting of
frost-flower-covered sea ice.

short notice on skim layers Since the formation of skim layers has
not been explained satisfactory in the past, I will try to make a first step into
a clarification of the formation process with this short notice.

Given the different observed thicknesses of skim layers (Perovich and Richter-
Menge [1994], this work) and that there was no skim layer in Expt2, I sug-
gest that besides the temperature gradient between the ocean and the at-
mosphere, a decisive parameter for the formation of a skim layer at all is
the turbulence of the ocean below the forming sea-ice surface. Under a
large temperature gradient, the initial formation of a sea-ice layer is very
fast. As observed during the field study, the solid fraction of the sea-ice
surface is higher (which means the surface is much harder and more stable)
and quickly inhibits further direct interaction between the oceanic boundary
layer and the atmosphere. This is why columnar ice grows earlier and why
the skim layer is thinner than under a lower temperature gradient, where a
slushy ice-brine mixture conglomerates into a thicker skim layer. The higher
solid fraction leads to thinner capillaries and higher salinities of the skim
layer. Hence, the skim layer is a residual of the initial stages of sea-ice for-
mation and represents the environmental conditions during freeze-up.

2.6 the influence of frost flowers on sea-ice thickness

In the previous sections, I have shown which influence frost flowers have on
the temperature, salinity, and morphology evolution of the underlying sea
ice. The question remains whether this is a marginal effect or whether frost
flowers have a major impact on the evolution of sea-ice thickness.

To get a basic idea of the influence of frost-flower fields on the evolution
of the sea-ice thickness, I used a simple conceptual model [Semtner, 1976]
and used the increase in temperatures within frost-flower-covered sea ice
measured in the field (see section 2.5) and applied this frost-flower-caused
temperature increase to the surface temperature of bare ice I measured in
the laboratory. The model is based on the calculation of the heat flux at the
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bottom of the ice via

Qb = −k · Ts − Tb
h

, with (2.1)

Qb heat flux at bottom of ice

k heat conductivity

Ts surface temperature

Tb bottom temperature

h sea-ice thickness,

which then is used to calculate the change in sea-ice thickness via

ΔH =
Qb
ρL

·Δt , where (2.2)

ΔH change in sea-ice thickness

ρ sea-ice density

L latent heat of fusion of sea ice

Δt time step.

For the surface temperature, I used the temperature of bare ice measured
by the infrared camera during the laboratory experiment. The bottom tem-
perature was calculated as the freezing-point temperature according to the
salinity of the seawater 8 cm below the ice. The heat conductivity and sea-
ice density were calculated according to the temperature of the respective
time step.

Figure 2.17: Ice thicknesses calculated from the surface temperature of a frost flower
(FF) and the surrounding bare ice (BI) using SemtnerZero. Black dot in-
dicates measured ice thickness. See text for details.

Figure 2.17 shows the result for an averaged bulk salinity of 25 g/kg, which
is a realistic assumption for sea ice at this stage of growth. First, I calculated
the ice thickness for the original surface-temperature evolution of the bare
ice. The final ice thickness agrees well with the measurement I did with a
millimeter-scale ruler (blue, solid line in figure 2.17)).

To then simulate the influence of frost-flower coverage and the accompa-
nying increase of the surface temperature on the evolution of the sea-ice
thickness, I made calculations for two different assumptions:
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1. According to the field measurements (see section 2.5), I introduced an
increase of the surface temperature of 0.7 ◦C for the early stages, and
an increase of 1 ◦C for the later stages of frost-flower growth (green,
dash-dotted line in figure 2.17). In this scenario the sea ice is 0.5 cm
thinner than it would have been without frost flowers on top after 12 h
of frost-flower growth.

2. On the basis of the measurements of Martin et al. [1996], who measured
the temperature of the surface where a flower grew to be higher by
4-6 ◦C, I introduced a temperature increase of 1 ◦C for the early stages,
and 2 ◦C for the later stages (purple, dash-dotted line in figure 2.17).
In this scenario the sea ice is 0.9 cm thinner than it would have been
without frost flowers on top after just 12 h of frost-flower growth.

importance for satellite derived sea-ice thickness In addi-
tion to the isolating effect of frost flowers that leads to thinner sea ice,
satellite-measured sea-ice-surface temperatures might cause an extra overes-
timation of the actual sea-ice thickness. The laboratory measurements have
shown that the surface temperature of frost flowers can be lower by 10 ◦C
than the surface temperature of bare ice. To study the effect of this tempera-
ture difference that causes satellite-measured sea-ice temperatures to be too
cold, which leads to an overestimation of the sea-ice thickness, the thickness
was calculated for the surface temperature of the frost flower too (red, solid
line in figure 2.17). The results imply that a sea-ice thickness that is derived
from a satellite-inferred temperature can result in an overestimation of up
to 3.5 cm after 12 h already. The results are summarized in table 2.5.

Based on surface
temperature of ...

Calculated ice
thickness

Difference to
thickness derived
from Tsurf of FF

FF 7.3 cm 0

BI 4.7 cm −2.6 cm

BI + 0.7-1 ◦C 4.2 cm −3.1 cm

BI + 1-2 ◦C 3.8 cm −3.5 cm

Table 2.5: Influence of frost flowers on ice thickness 12 h after nucleation of frost
flowers.

2.7 summary and conclusions

In this chapter, I have investigated the temperature, salinity, and morphol-
ogy evolution of frost flowers and the underlying sea ice, based on mea-
surements carried out in the field and the laboratory. My main goal was
to achieve an understanding of the physical processes accompanying the
formation, growth, and melt of frost flowers and their interaction with the
underlying sea ice (see figure 2.18). I conclude the following:

1. Frost flowers form on sea-ice platelets protruding from the sea-ice
surface, and that accidentally might have a higher solid fraction and
a higher thermal conductivity than the surrounding sea-ice platelets.
The salinity, size, and structure of frost flowers are determined by the
size and the structure of the sea-ice platelets together with the tem-
perature gradient between the atmosphere and the water/ice surface
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during the initial stages of sea-ice formation. Larger temperature gra-
dients during the initial stages lead to a higher salinity of both sea ice
and frost flowers.

2. The formation and growth of the frost-flower nucleation sites, which
form the frost-flower roots later on, is accompanied by an enhanced
expulsion of salty brine into the ice-ocean-boundary layer.

3. The salinity of frost flowers decreases with age and depends on the
bulk salinity of the underlying sea ice.

4. Frost-flower-covered sea ice grows more slowly and melts faster than
bare ice. During their growth, frost flowers insulate the sea-ice sur-
face from the atmosphere and lead to higher temperatures within the
underlying sea ice compared to temperatures within bare ice. During
melting, the highly saline frost-flower meltwater dissolves the under-
lying sea ice and increases the permeability of the ice, which leads to
a faster melting process.

The ongoing retreat of perennial sea ice is likely to be accompanied by an
increase in the areal fraction of frost-flower-covered sea ice. This will lead to
a more rapid melting process of first-year sea ice, which goes along with a
larger areal fraction of open seawater—not only in September.
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Part III

S EA ICE CR IES

It is such a secret place, the land of tears.

— The little Prince
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry





3THE DESAL INAT ION OF MELT ING F IRST -YEAR SEA ICE

abstract

Based on field observations of salinity and temperature in both sea ice and
ocean, I investigate the desalination of sea ice during its first melt cycle.

The data were obtained during a field study at the West coast of Green-
land from 15 April 2010 until the complete melt of the ice on 20 May 2010.
Ocean salinity and temperature 50 cm below the ice surface were recorded
continuously until all ice had melted. Sea-ice salinity and temperature were
obtained from five ice cores that were taken during the period from 15 April
to 7 May.

The observations suggest that the major desalination of first-year sea ice dur-
ing its winter-spring-summer transition is driven by gravity drainage that
is enabled and enhanced by a combination of the high bulk salinity of first-
year sea ice and the overall increasing temperatures caused by polar sunrise.
In contrast to desalination by gravity drainage in winter, this kind of grav-
ity drainage is triggered by a significant increase in sea-ice permeability. At
the end of the major desalination, the whole ice column had equilibrated to
an average temperature of −1.7 ◦C, and an average bulk salinity of 6 g/kg.
Such a bulk-salinity can also be found in young, multi-year sea ice. Flushing
occurred in our field experiment four days after the gravity-drainage driven
desalination.

Hence, the desalination of sea ice during its first melt cycle is driven by per-
meability drainage. The permeability increase due to this process might be
a prerequisite for flushing to occur at all.

37
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3.1 introduction

First-year sea ice, which has become the prevailing sea-ice type in the Arc-
tic and has long played an important role in the Antarctic, is considerably
saltier and thinner than multi-year sea ice. It is saltier because it did not yet
experience summer melt, and it is thinner because it did not experience the
multiple-year cycles of additional ice formation at its bottom. Here, I inves-
tigate processes driving the desalination of sea ice during its transition from
first-year sea ice to either young multi-year sea ice or complete melt.

First-year sea ice is the prevailing sea-ice type in the Antarctic, where off-
shore winds present the establishment of a substantial multi-year sea-ice
cover. In the Arctic, first-year sea ice has now become the prevailing sea-ice
type, since the recent observed reduction in Arctic sea-ice extent has been
accompanied by a substantial loss of multi-year sea ice in all seasons [Johan-
nessen et al., 1999; Comiso, 2002; Nghiem et al., 2007; Maslanik et al., 2007; Kwok
et al., 2009; Maslanik et al., 2011]. The formerly multi-year-ice areas in the Arc-
tic are replenished with first-year sea ice, which makes the Arctic ice cover
as a whole more susceptible to future rapid declines [Maslanik et al., 2007].
That the age of sea ice explains more than half of the variance in observed
and simulated summer sea-ice extent [Rigor and Wallace, 2004] is but one
example of the necessity to improve the simulations of a saltier and thinner
sea-ice cover under various atmospheric and oceanographic conditions, and
to understand how the changing atmosphere-ice-ocean system adjusts to
external perturbations. This improvement of model formulations is impossi-
ble without measurements above, within, and below forming, growing, and
melting first-year sea ice. With this chapter I present measurements of the
bulk-salinity evolution of melting first-year sea ice.

The bulk salinity of sea ice is determined by the mass fraction and the salin-
ity of the highly saline brine that is surrounding the freshwater-ice matrix.
Any change of the brine fraction influences the physical properties of the
ice itself and the ocean below, including ice-thermodynamic properties and
ocean density [Schwerdtfeger, 1963; Weeks and Assur, 1967; Ono, 1975; Grenfell
and Maykut, 1977; Aagaard et al., 1981; Morey et al., 1984; Goosse et al., 1997;
Carmack, 2000; Stössel et al., 2002]. Traditionally, the bulk salinity of sea ice is
obtained by the extraction of ice cores [e.g. Eicken et al., 2009; Weeks, 2010].
An extensive study of ice-core data obtained from first-year sea ice was
carried out by Kovacs [1996], who reexamined ice-core data obtained from
a variety of both Arctic and Antarctic places [Cox and Weeks, 1974; Kovacs,
1996] and both studies surprisingly found that the general amount of scat-
ter between Arctic and Antarctic data was quite small with strong general
trends [Cox and Weeks, 1974; Kovacs, 1996; Weeks, 2010]. However, due to the
inaccessibility of polar regions that are covered with thin, melting first-year
sea ice, ice-core data obtained prior to the complete melt of first-year sea ice
to my knowledge are nonexistent. Hence, an investigation of the processes
driving the desalination of first-year sea ice during melting was almost im-
possible in the past. However, we had the opportunity to use as a scientific
base a sailing boat that was overwintering in a small Greenlandic bay, which
allowed for ice-core sampling right up to the complete melt of thin (≈ 30
cm), first-year sea ice. Based on oceanographic and ice-core data, I here in-
vestigate which processes drive the desalination of first-year sea ice during
its transition from winter to summer.

To date it is generally agreed that two processes dominate the loss of brine
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from sea ice—gravity drainage during winter, and flushing during summer
[Notz and Worster, 2009; Weeks, 2010; Hunke et al., 2011].

Gravity drainage describes the loss of brine from sea ice by convective over-
turning with underlying sea water. It was suggested to be the most impor-
tant desalination process in winter, when the cooling of sea ice by the atmo-
sphere leads to an unstable brine-density profile throughout the whole ice
column with the brine in the top parts being more dense. Once the Rayleigh
number (which can be interpreted as the ratio between available potential
energy of the brine and the energy necessary for brine convection) exceeds
a critical value, convection of the brine might occur, with the brine that
drained out being replaced by the seawater below [Untersteiner, 1968; Cox
and Weeks, 1975; Wettlaufer, 1997; Worster, 2000; Notz and Worster, 2009].

Flushing leads to additional loss of brine from sea ice during summer. It
describes the percolation of fresh surface meltwater through the whole ice
column, thereby washing out the salty brine. Hence, it is dependent on the
permeability of the ice. Although the main path of the percolating meltwater
is vertical, flushing was found to also have a significant horizontal compo-
nent [Untersteiner, 1968; Eicken et al., 2002; Freitag and Eicken, 2003; Eicken,
2003; Eicken et al., 2004].

Recently, it was suggested primarily based on modelling studies that sea ice
can also lose brine by gravity drainage during periods of warming [Jardon
et al., in press; Griewank and Notz, 2012]. Here we provide the first direct
evidence that indeed, such desalination happens in the field. We find that
during warming of the ice cover, gravity drainage can be triggered by an
increase in sea-ice permeability, well before the surface state would allow
for desalination by flushing.

3.2 setup and methods

To study how sea ice desalinates during its first melt cycle, we chose a small
bay at the Western coast of Greenland (72.79◦N, 56.06◦W), 5 km beeline
to the airport of the settlement Upernavik. The bay itself belongs to an is-
land within the fjord landscape of Western Greenland and covers an area of
120x100 m2 with an average water depth of 8 m. A sailing ship overwinter-
ing in the bay provided a basis for our scientific equipment. Measurements
of an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)1, which we deployed four
months prior to the study described here, showed oceanic currents to be al-
most absent. Given that the surrounding mountains additionally protected
the bay against wind (see figure 3.1), this place turned out to be a perfect
site to study the desalination of sea ice grown under calm environmental
conditions. By the end of March 2010 a sea-ice cover with an average thick-
ness of 33 cm had formed that was homogeneous allover the bay and did
not show any rafts or ridges. We deployed air temperature2 and humidity3

sensors at a height of 1.5 m above the ice surface. To obtain the tempera-
ture and salinity evolution within the melting ice, one of the overwinterers
agreed to take ice cores occasionally until the beginning of May 2010 (the
red line in figure 3.1 marks the section along which the cores were taken).
A conductivity-temperature (CT) sensor4 was arranged 50 cm below the ice

1 Workhorse Sentinel, 1200 kHz; velocity accuracy: ±0.3 cm/s
2 Campbell 43347 RTD temperature probe with Campbell 43502 aspirated radiation shield
3 rotronic hygrometer MP 100 A with RS 12 T radiation shield
4 SeaBird Electronics, SBE37
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Figure 3.1: Semi-enclosed bay in which we carried out the field experiment. Instru-
ments were deployed within the region marked with a red dot. The red
line marks the section along which ice cores were taken.

surface to measure the oceanic salinity and temperature evolution below
the melting ice (the position of the instruments is marked as a red dot in
figure 3.1.). The sampling interval of air temperature, humidity, and CT sen-
sors was set to 30 s.

When we left the site after deployment of our instruments at the end of
March, the ice was smooth, covered with approximately 10 cm of snow, and
had an average thickness of 33 cm. The sound between the bay and the
settlement Upernavik was ice covered (see figure 3.1). On 9 May 2010 we
returned to the site to check the battery status and to prepare the recovery
of the instruments by the ships crew. This time, the sound was ice free, but
the bay was still ice covered with an average ice thickness of 30 cm and
a continuous snow cover of 10 cm. However, the ice-bottom structure had
changed completely compared to March. It was covered with holes all over
with a diameter of approximately 1-3 cm. The holes were filled with algae
that served as food for copepods and amphipods. Touching the ice caused
a feeling comparable to touching styrofoam. Only three days later, the day
of our departure, the state of the ice surface had completely changed (see
figure 3.2). There were no melt ponds, but the surface got wet and hence

Figure 3.2: During a period of three days, the sea-ice-surface structure changed sig-
nificantly from being continuously snow covered to being covered by a
wet snow/water surface.

darker, and it was not quite safe anymore to walk on the ice; with every
step we were breaking approximately 10 cm throughout the snow into the
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ice. The snow was not continuous anymore, but rather a thin snow surface
with the region between the snow surface and the ice surface being like a
snow skeleton filled with water.

On 20 May 2010 all ice had melted and the instruments were recovered by
the ships crew. A total of five ice cores were taken during the period from
15 April to 7 May, and bulk salinity and temperature of these cores were
determined using standard methods [see Eicken et al., 2009].

3.3 desalination of the whole ice column observed from ice
cores

The temperature and bulk-salinity evolution as obtained from the ice cores
are shown in figure 3.3. Most striking is a period of 11 days (25 April to 6
May), during which a general temperature increase occurred at all levels in
the ice, and the ice-surface temperature changed from being coldest to being
the warmest throughout the whole ice column (see figure 3.3a). The temper-
ature profile of the last ice core shows the temperature to have reached an
almost homogeneous temperature of −1.7 ◦C throughout the whole ice col-
umn. This general increase of ice temperature was accompanied by a general
decrease and equilibration of the bulk salinity throughout the ice column,
too (figure 3.3b), showing an almost homogeneous bulk-salinity profile with
an average salinity of 6 g/kg—a value which is comparable to the average
bulk-salinity value of young, multi-year sea ice. Noteworthy is that while
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Figure 3.3: (a) Temperature and (b) bulk salinity obtained from ice cores. During
a period of 11 days (25 April to 6 May), an overall increase and equili-
bration to an average ice temperature of −1.7 ◦C was accompanied by a
desalination and equilibration to an average salinity of 6 g/kg through-
out the whole ice column, which is comparable to the bulk salinity of
young, multi-year sea ice.

the bulk salinity in the upper parts of the ice column decreases, the bulk
salinity in the lower parts of the ice column slightly increases during the
overall desalination (see figure 3.3b, depths of 20-35 cm).
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3.4 desalination not driven by flushing

To date, the only process that has been suggested to drive the desalination
of sea ice during summer is flushing (see section 3.1). However, in the fol-
lowing I show that it was not flushing that was responsible for the observed
overall desalination.

One prerequisite for flushing to occur is surface temperatures that are high
enough to melt the snow covering the ice surface. Once this prerequisite is
given, the snow meltwater, which usually accumulates in melt ponds, cov-
ers large areas of the ice surface. If the ice then is permeable enough, the
meltwater percolates through the ice and washes out the salty brine.

Hence, if flushing would have been the process responsible for the observed
desalination, the air temperature should have been above 0 ◦C and melt-
pond areas should have appeared at the ice surface. But neither was the
case—the air temperature during the desalination period was below 0 ◦C
(see figure 3.4a), and when we arrived on 9 May, which was 3 days after the
last ice core was taken, the ice was still continuously snow covered (see fig-
ure 3.2, left panel). Hence, another process than flushing must have driven
the overall desalination. However, right after the overall desalination, the ob-
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Figure 3.4: (a) Air temperature was below 0 ◦C during the overall desalination (per-
meability drainage) and above 0 ◦C during flushing. (b) The deviations
from oceanic salinity and temperature measured 50 cm below the ice sur-
face, averaged over a sliding window of 2 h, are highest during the ob-
served change of the surface structure, i.e., during flushing (dashed rect-
angle). The three strongest events are marked with green arrows. More
frequent but smaller deviations can be found during the period of the
overall desalination, i.e., during permeability drainage (solid-line rectan-
gle). The strong deviation on 17 April was also caused by permeability
drainage after a first significant air-temperature increase. See section 3.5
for details.

served change of the ice-surface structure from continuously snow-covered
(9 May 2010) to be covered by a wet snow/water surface (12 May 2010) oc-
curred at air temperatures above 0 ◦C and increases the likelihood that flush-
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ing finally occurred and led to a further decrease in bulk salinity. Since the
sampling of ice cores was too dangerous at that time and we therefore have
no ice-core data for the final melting period, I use oceanic salinity and tem-
perature measured 50 cm below the ice surface to investigate if I can identify
temperature and salinity signals caused by the outflow of brine and/or melt-
water from the ice. In case of a significant positive deviation from averaged
oceanic salinity and negative deviation from averaged oceanic temperature,
I assume that salty, cold brine was released from the ice above. Contrary, I
assume that warm and fresh meltwater ran from the ice if the deviations
from averaged salinity are negative, and deviations from averaged oceanic
temperature are positive.

Concerning the reliability of this method, we need to consider possible in-
flows of different water masses, and strong rain or storm events that could
have caused disturbances in salinity and temperature as measured by the
CT, too. However, the overwinterers did not report on any strong rain or
storm events during the period from March to May, and given the near
absence of oceanic currents for a period of more than four months as mea-
sured by the ADCP prior to the study (see section 3.2), a sudden inflow of
different water masses into the bay seems unlikely. Hence, I interpret strong
deviations from average oceanic salinity and temperature to be caused by
local brine and/or meltwater outflow from the ice above. Deviations from
average oceanic temperature and salinity were calculated over a sliding win-
dow of 2 h. The result is shown in figure 3.4b. The error of deviations of
both temperature and salinity I estimate to be below 0.1 ◦C and 0.1 g/kg,
respectively. Indeed, stronger deviations from average oceanic temperature
(±0.4 ◦C) and salinity (up to ±0.5 g/kg) occurred during the period of the
surface-structure change compared to earlier periods, where the surface was
continuously snow covered (see figure 3.4b, period emphasized by dashed-
line rectangle). Moreover, contrary to earlier periods with a continuous snow
cover where significant deviations are characterized by an increase in salin-
ity and decrease in temperature, this time three strong deviations of both
salinity and temperature appear which fluctuate between increase and de-
crease (see figure 3.4b, three events indicated by green arrows). We suggest
that the first event, characterized by a salinity increase and a temperature
decrease indicates that meltwater percolated through the ice and washed
out the salty, cold brine in the vertical (S ↑, T ↓). The following second event,
which occurred right after the first event, is characterized by a salinity de-
crease and a temperature increase (S ↓, T ↑) and might indicate that since
most of the brine in the vertical was washed out by the first event, not much
brine was left and the signals now are dominated by the warm and fresh
meltwater (S ↓, T ↑). The third and last strong event during this period
occurred 17 h later, and is characterized by a salinity increase and temper-
ature decrease again (S ↑, T ↓). This might substantiate the measurements
of Eicken et al. [2002, 2004] in that flushing also has a significant horizontal
component, assuming that there was time enough for brine cells to rear-
range [see also Light et al., 2003] and move together with meltwater from
the sides in the horizontal, so that the percolating meltwater washed out the
remainder of the brine in the vertical that came from the sides.

Hence, flushing occurred and very likely led to a further decrease of the ini-
tial bulk salinity of 6 g/kg that was observed after the overall desalination.
But flushing is not the process that has driven the desalination of the whole
ice column to a homogeneous bulk-salinity profile that is comparable to the
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one of multi-year sea ice.

3.5 desalination was driven by permeability drainage

In contrast to the three strong deviations from average oceanic salinity and
temperature that we observed during flushing, several more frequent, but
smaller deviations from oceanic temperature (up to −0.2-0.3 ◦C) and salinity
(up to +0.2-0.3 g/kg) can be found during the period of the major desalina-
tion prior to flushing (see figure 3.4b, period indicated by green brace). This
period of 11 days is characterized by a general increase in air temperature
(see figure 3.4a), which finally caused the measured temperature increase at
all levels in the ice. With a mean value of −2.1 ◦C, the air temperature was
too low to melt the snow at the ice surface. Having excluded flushing as the
process driving the major desalination, it seems reasonable to investigate if
the process that was suggested to be responsible for the loss of brine from
sea ice during winter—gravity drainage—might be important for the desali-
nation of sea ice during this time of the year with increasing solar radiation,
i.e., spring and/or summer, too.

In winter, sea ice balances the difference between low atmospheric and com-
paratively high oceanic temperatures, which causes a temperature gradient
within the ice column with temperatures at the ice surface being lower than
at the ice bottom. Since the microstructural evolution of sea ice as a system of
solid freshwater ice and liquid brine is determined by the adjustment of both
components to local temperature changes to maintain phase equilibrium,
any temperature gradient is accompanied by a salinity gradient within the
encapsulated brine cells, which finally results in an unstable brine-density
profile. Dependent on the permeability of the ice, the unstability caused by
the difference between brine and ocean density can result in brine convec-
tion within the ice column, and some of the brine might leave the ice. This
desalination process was termed gravity drainage, and the relation between
the driving buoyancy of the salty brine relative to the dissipation during
convection can be described by the porous-medium Rayleigh number Ra,
which is based on the mushy-layer theory [Worster, 1992; Wettlaufer, 1997;
Feltham et al., 2006, and references therein]. The Rayleigh number can be
calculated as:

Ra(z) =
g(ρbr(z) − ρsw)Π(φv)(h − z)

κμ
, (3.1)

where g is accelaration due to gravity, (ρbr(z) − ρsw) is the difference be-
tween brine and ocean density, h is ice thickness, z is level in the ice, and
κ and μ are thermal diffusivity of and dynamic viscosity of the brine, re-
spectively. The permeability Π(φv) can be calculated as a function of the
solid-volume fraction φv following Freitag and Eicken [2003] as

Π = 10−17(103 · (1 − φv))
3.1 . (3.2)

Here φv can be determined from the measured bulk salinity Sbu and ice
temperature T as

φv = 1 −
ρl
ρs

(1 − φs) , (3.3)

where

φm(T ,Sbu) = 1 −
Sbu

Sbr(T)
. (3.4)
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φs is the solid-mass fraction, and ρl and ρs are the densities of the brine and
the ice, respectively. The density of the brine is calculated from the measured
ice temperature by first determining the local brine salinity via the liquidus
relationship (obtained from the phase diagram for sea ice, where the curve
connecting the local brine salinity and the local temperature defines the
solid-liquid coexistence at constant pressure; in oceanographic parlance, it
is simply is the salinity-dependent freezing temperature [Weeks, 1998; Wet-
tlaufer et al., 2000; Feistel et al., 2008]5); and then using the calculated local
brine salinity and measured temperature to determine the brine density.

Once the buoyancy of the brine is sufficient to overcome dissipation, i. e.,
once convection of the brine can set in, the Rayleigh number exceeds a criti-
cal value. However, the value of the critical Rayleigh number is still unclear. I
am aware of three different values for the critical Rayleigh number, ranging
from around 1 to around 10 that are used in different numerical models or
were derived theoretically [Worster, 1992; Wettlaufer, 1997; Vancoppenolle et al.,
2010; Griewank and Notz, 2012]. Hence, for simplicity and clarity, I here fo-
cus on the two directly observed parameters that dominate the loss of brine
from sea ice and that both are determined by the ice temperature—the dif-
ference between brine and ocean density, and the permeability.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Brine density and (b) permeability at different levels in the ice. Once
the brine-density profile changed to a stable state, the frequent deviations
from average oceanic salinity and temperature stopped (see figure 3.4 (b)).
The permeability increased at all levels in the ice.

I find that the general temperature increase at all levels in the ice is accom-
panied by both a brine-density decrease, and a permeability increase (see
figure 3.5). Moreover, I find that the brine-density profile changes from un-
stable to stable. Once the profile has become stable, the frequent, smaller
deviations from average oceanic salinity (+0.2 g/kg) and temperature (−0.2
◦C) stop (see figure 3.4 (b)). I suggest that the general temperature increase
strongly enhances the rapidity of the melting of the salty first-year sea-ice

5 Equation used from: IOC, SCOR and IAPSO, 2010: The international thermodynamic equation
of seawater - 2010: Calculation and use of thermodynamic properties
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surface. The internal phase changes induced by the warming of the ice cause
a change of the brine volume and a stronger interconnection between single
brine cells [see also Light et al., 2003]. The downward moving brine further
dissolves the freshwater-ice matrix and brine cells interconnect, thereby fur-
ther increasing the permeability of the ice, which leads to both a decrease of
the bulk salinity at the ice surface, and an increase of the bulk salinity in the
lower parts of the ice column with some of the brine continuously leaving
the ice until an almost homogeneous temperature and salinity distribution
is reached and no further deviations from oceanic salinity and temperature
occur.

In contrast to gravity drainage in winter, the gravity drainage observed here
leads to a significant increase in permeability. To distinguish between both
drainage processes, I name the spring-desalination process as permeability
drainage. This process might be a prerequisite for flushing to occur at all.

3.6 summary and conclusions

In this chapter I presented measurements above, within, and below melting
first-year sea ice that suggest a new desalination process to occur in spring
(see figure 3.6 for a sketch of profiles during different times of the year).
The measurements show that the general temperature increase in spring in-
duces warming and hence melting of the saltier upper parts of first-year
sea ice, which causes a change in the brine volume and hence a decrease in
brine salinity and density. As long as the brine-density profile is unstable,
the brine moves towards the ice bottom, thereby increasing the permeability
of the ice. I conclude that the saltier the ice is at the surface, the earlier the
brine-volume fraction increases to maintain phase equilibrium, the earlier
the permeability of the ice increases, and the earlier the ice gets more vul-
nerable to both atmospheric and oceanic forcings.

The observations described in this study might hold for increasing areas in
the Arctic with an increasing fraction of first-year sea ice, as sun is rising
and the ice starts to experience its first melt cycle.
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Figure 3.6: Profiles of temperature (T), brine salinity (Sbr), brine density (ρbr), and
permeability (Π) within first-year sea ice during (a) winter, (b) spring,
and (c) summer. The warming of the salty ice surface during spring
causes melting of the upper ice column. The unstable brine-density pro-
file causes the brine to move towards the ice bottom, thereby increasing
the permeability of the ice. This permeability increase in spring might be
a prerequsite for flushing to occur at all.



Part IV

SEA ICE RES I STS

Write, write anything: it is all in all probability worthless anyhow, it is never
hard to destroy written characters. But it is absolutely to the writing of any-
thing worth while that the mind be fluid and release itself to the task. Forget
all rules, forget all restrictions, as to taste, as to what ought to be said, write
for the pleasure of it—whether slowly or fast—every form of resistance to a
complete release should be abandoned.

— William Carlos Williams





4WIRE -HARP MEASUREMENTS REV I S I TED

abstract

I present preliminary results of impedance measurements between two thin
metallic wires within growing and melting artificial sea ice. The results were
obtained from an intermediate version of an instrument developed to mea-
sure the bulk-salinity evolution of sea ice in situ.

Since the attempt to use an already existing instrument failed to give reliable
results, the electronical setup of the old instrument has been improved and
tested in the laboratory. While the old instrument was capable to measure
the absolute value of the impedance, the novel development is capable to
measure the individual parts of impedance, resistance and reactance, inde-
pendently.

First results show impedance to be almost exclusively resistive, contrary
to assumptions made for the old instrument, where the resistive part was
neglected for data interpretation. Impedances measured between individ-
ual wire pairs show strong variability even under identical environmental
conditions, illustrating the high sensitivity of the wires. Mechanical defor-
mation of the wires by growing ice even under calm laboratory conditions,
calls the field applicability of the instrument into question.

However, the instrument is still under electronical and mechanical construc-
tion and might give more reliable results in a future setup.
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4.1 introduction

When seawater reaches its freezing point, sea ice starts to separate from it
and immediately moderates and regulates the heat exchange between ocean
and atmosphere. The separation process is forced by varying meteorological
and oceanographic conditions. Therefore, the arrangement of the two major
components of sea ice—solid freshwater ice and liquid salty brine—is het-
erogeneous, and so are the resulting bulk physical properties of the ice. One
of these properties is the bulk salinity, which is determined by the highly
temperature-dependent brine-volume fraction and hence the solid-volume
fraction of sea ice. The bulk salinity strongly influences the energy transport
through the ice, its thermal conductivity and permeability [see e. g. Perovich
et al., 1998; Eicken, 2003; Weeks, 2010, and references therein]. Although this
importance has long been recognized by the scientific community, in-situ
measurements of the bulk salinity of sea ice are still largely lacking. In this
chapter, I discuss the reliability of electrical impedance measurements that
were carried out in the past to examine the bulk-salinity evolution of sea
ice in situ by using the wire harp [Notz, 2005; Notz et al., 2005]. Moreover,
I present and discuss intermediate results of impedance measurements ob-
tained during the development of an improved version of this instrument,
the Harp3d [Fontes, 2009; Fontes et al., 2009].

If available, in-situ measurements of the bulk salinity of sea ice were carried
out on perennial sea ice in the majority of cases [see e. g. Perovich et al., 1998;
Eicken, 2003; Weeks, 2010]. However, the predominant mechanism of sea-ice
formation in the Arctic is changing from accumulation underneath multi-
year sea ice to sea-ice formation starting in open water. This results in an
increasing fraction of first-year sea ice, which has a considerable higher salt
content than perennial sea ice [Weeks, 2010]. This is why measurements of
the microphysical properties such as the brine-volume fraction of first-year
sea ice are essential to develop and evaluate future numerical sea-ice mod-
els.

Traditionally, measurements of the bulk salinity were observed by the extrac-
tion of ice cores. Immediately after taking the core, temperature was mea-
sured at equidistant intervals, and bulk salinity was obtained from molten
samples of the core that was cut into pieces of similar size. However, this
method is destructive and error-prone due to the outflow of brine during
core extraction. In contrast, observations of the microstructural evolution
of sea ice by using electrical methods are more promising, as these meth-
ods are non-destructive and the ice remains in its mechanical and thermal
equilibrium. The principle of electrical methods relies on the fact that the
electrical properties of the solid-ice matrix contrasts those of the brine as
pure ice is a poor conductor, while brine has a high electrical conductivity.

The least invasive method to determine the microphysical properties of sea
ice using electrical methods is cross-borehole resistivity measurements [In-
gham et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2010, 2011, and references therein], where a
combination of resistivity measurements from four pairs of current and po-
tential electrodes allows for the estimation of vertical resistivity, which is
related to the brine-volume fraction in the ice.

An alternative is the method discussed here, which began with the mea-
surements of Shirtcliffe et al. [1991], who developed an instrument to de-
termine the liquid-brine fraction by measuring the electrical impedance be-
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tween electrodes. The instrument has to be setup in open-water conditions.
Since the development of Shirtcliffe et al. [1991]; Shirtcliffe and Kerr [1992],
their instrument has undergone a number of modifications and improve-
ments [Shirtcliffe and Kerr, 1992; Notz et al., 2005; Yamagishi and Langhorne].
However, the attempt to use the instrument developed by Notz [2005, the
so-called wire harp] failed to give reliable results during the experiment to
study the Reduced Ice Cover of the Arctic Ocean [recaro, 2007/08 Wilkin-
son et al., 2009], which is why the electronical setup had to be revised and
improved thereafter [Fontes et al., 2009; Fontes, 2009].

In this chapter, I discuss limitations and error sources of the wire harp, and
present results of preliminary tests that I obtained by using an intermedi-
ate version of a new instrument that still is under construction, the Harp3d
[Fontes et al., 2009; Fontes, 2009].

4.2 theoretical background

Before discussing the limitations and possible error sources of the wire harp
[Notz, 2005], I review the principles underlying the calculation of the liquid
fraction of sea ice from impedance measurements between two thin metallic
wires as obtained from the Harp3d.

The complex electrical impedance (or alternating-current (a.c.) resistance)
specifies the ratio between the voltage and the current that was applied to
and adjusted from a device. In our case, this device consists of two very thin
bare metallic wires, arranged in a distance of 10 mm (see figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of two metallic wires arranged to measure the electrical
impedance by applying an a.c. voltage.

After deploying the device into a sodium-chloride solution and applying
an a.c. voltage, the impedance can be calculated as the ratio between the
complex sinusoidal a.c. voltage u(t) and current i(t) as

Z =
u(t)

i(t)
. (4.1)

In polar coordinates, the absolute value of the impedance |Z| represents
the impedance, i. e., the length of the vector in the coordinate system (see
figure 4.2). The angle ϕ gives the phase shift between voltage and current,
i. e., the rotation relative to the real axis.

Z = |Z| · eiϕ = |Z| · (cosϕ + i sinϕ) (4.2)

In cartesian coordinates, the real part R = Re(Z) = Z cosϕ represents the
resistance R that converts the transferred effective power, and the imaginary
part XC = ImZ = Z sinϕ represents the reactance XC, which stores energy
and loads it back to the generator. The geometric sum of resistance R and
reactance XC gives the impedance |Z|.
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of impedance in the complex plane. Real part represents resis-
tance, which is dependent on medium between the wires. Imaginary
part represents capacitive part of impedance, which is dependent on the
medium in immediate vicinity of the wires.

|Z| = Z =

√
R2 + X2

C (4.3)

Here, R is the resistance between the thin wires, which is dependent on
the medium between them, i. e., the sodium-chloride solution. If we cool
the solution down to its freezing point, pure ice will start to separate from
it. Hence, the fraction of the electrically isolating freshwater ice between
the wires increases, which leads to an increase of the resistive part of the
impedance proportional to the fraction of the isolating ice.

The reactance is calculated as XC = −1/ωCd, where ω is the angular fre-
quency of the applied voltage, and Cd is the so-called double-layer capaci-
tance (hereafter dlc). The concept of the dlc relies on the fact that the charged
surface of a wire will attract and reject ions provided by the electrolytic so-
lution. An ion cloud in the immediate vicinity of the wire surface consisting
of two charged and parallel layers will evolve. One of these layers (the one
with ions of opposite charge) is closer to the surface of the wire than the
diffuse layer (see figure 4.3). This separation of charge, accompanied by a
very thin physical separation of the two layers in the order of nanometers is
called the dlc. The dlc works like a conventional capacitor without a dielec-
tric, since the layers are from the same solution [see e. g. Rieger, 1993; Hunter,
1987]. As the freshwater-ice matrix grows, the dlc gets smaller because of the
reduction in available ions close to the wire (see figure 4.3). This leads to an
increase in the reactance.

Hence, measuring the impedance delivers information about both the evo-
lution of the fraction of pure ice between the wires, and the evolution of
available ions in the immediate vicinity of the wires.

As the solid-ice matrix grows at the expense of the liquid brine, the salinity
of the entrapped brine increases to maintain phase equilibrium. The oppo-
site happens when the solid-ice matrix melts. Thus, any increase or decrease
in the solid-volume fraction of the ice caused by local-temperature changes
is accompanied by a change of the concentration (i. e., salinity) and hence
conductivity of the entrapped interstitial liquid brine. To determine this con-
ductivity, information about the local brine temperature and brine salinity
is needed, which is why we arranged a thermistor1 close to the wires to
measure the local temperature (see figure 4.1). This temperature can then
be used to calculate the brine salinity by applying the so-called liquidus
temperature, which is the temperature at which a solid phase of a solution

1 2.2K3A1 Series 1 Thermistor, calibrated to an accuracy of 0.01 ◦C
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Figure 4.3: Equivalent circuit of one wire pair seen from above. Left panel shows
conditions in solution, right panel shows conditions when sea ice has
formed. See text for details.

occurs. A cubic fit to the experimental data in Weast [1971] gives the liquidus
relationship for sodium-chloride solutions as

T = (−5.33 · 10−7 ·S3) − (9.37 · 10−6 ·S2) − 0.0592 ·S , (4.4)

and inverting equation 4.4 gives the concentration of the brine as

S = −0.00361 · T3 − 0.388 · T2 − 17.6 · T . (4.5)

The conductivity of the brine can then be estimated from both the mea-
sured reactance and resistance as a function of local temperature and salin-
ity γ(T ,Sbr). Hence, the setup as shown in figures 4.1 and 4.3 can be seen as
a conductivity cell. To accurately determine the temperature and salinity de-
pendency of the conductivity cell for the specified geometrical configuration
of the Harp3d, a calibration of both the reactance and resistance at appropri-
ate temperature and salinity ranges is essential. Unfortunately, a variety of
problems with the mechanical setup of the electronics prohibited a careful
calibration. For example, circuit boards were housed in a container below
the surface to minimize disturbances at the water surface during freezing.
The problem was that the connectors, which were sold as water tight, defi-
nitely were not water tight, which led to flooding of the circuit boards with
saltwater. This was but one example of the problems we arrived at while
testing the Harp3d. However, the calibration is not important for the follow-
ing discussion of the theoretical and mechanical basics of the instrument
and is left for later studies.

Once the calibration of the conductivity will have been performed, taking
the ratio between the conductivity γ0 and the impedance Z0 of the solution
before ice formation started, and the conductivity γ(T ,Sbr) of the interstitial
brine and the impedance Z at a later point after the onset of ice formation,
we can calculate the liquid-volume fraction similar to the method of Shirt-
cliffe et al. [1991] as

(1 − ΦS) =
γ0Z0(R,XC)

γ(T ,Sbr)Z(R,XC)
, (4.6)
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where ΦS is the solid-volume fraction, and resistive and reactive parts of
the impedance have to be accounted fraction weighted as obtained by the
calibration. Since bulk salinity, brine salinity, and the liquid fraction are con-
nected by

(1 − ΦS) =
Sbu
Sbr

, (4.7)

we can calculate the bulk salinity of sea ice as Sbu = Sbr(1 − ΦS). Hence, ar-
ranging a number of such wire pairs at an adequate distance in the vertical
and measuring the impedance will provide information of the evolution of
the bulk salinity of sea ice at desired depths.

In a nutshell, the novel development of the Harp3d [Fontes et al., 2009;
Fontes, 2009] is capable to measure the resistive and capacitive part of the
impedance independently, which will give new insights into the individual
evolution of the solid and liquid phases of sea ice.

4.3 from wire harp towards harp3d

In contrast to the capability of the Harp3d in measuring the resistive and
capacitive part of the impedance independently, the wire harp as devel-
oped by Notz [2005], was only capable to measure the absolute value of
the impedance |Z|.

From the theoretical considerations given in the previous section, I would
expect a significant amount of the measured impedance to be influenced
by both the resistive and reactive part. However, Notz [2005] and Notz et al.
[2005] assumed the impedance to be purely capacitive (i. e., they only con-
sidered reactance as being important), because they found during sensitivity
studies that the absolute value of the impedance did not change when they
varied the distance between the wires. Hence, they neglected the impact of
the resistive part of the impedance in all interpretations of their data.

To find the flaw, I did sensitivity studies of the electronical setup of Notz
[2005] and found that the crux is the amplifier and filter box they use (see
Notz [2005, pg. 127]). Dependent on the resistance that is supposed to be
measured, the applied voltage changes. To quantify this, I used a multime-
ter and measured the change of the output voltage dependent on different
fixed resistances for an applied voltage of 1 V (which had to be set at the am-
plifier and filter box) and a frequency of 2 kHz. Both values were denoted
by Notz [2005]; Notz et al. [2005] as the standard configuration. The result is
shown in figure 4.4a and indicates that during both their experiments and
sensitivity studies, where the latter were supposed to find the dependency
of the absolute value of the impedance and the distance between the wires,
the amplifier and filter box artificially increased the applied voltage with
increasing resistance.

Thus, the authors measured an impedance that was lower than it would
have been with a constant applied voltage, because in fact the resistance
and hence the absolute value of the impedance is changing with distance.
Results of preliminary tests for the development of the electronical setup
of the Harp3d I did with an oscilloscope and a multimeter at various fre-
quencies are exemplarily shown for 1, 1.5 and 2 kHz (see figure 4.4b). The
results indicate that the influence of the distance between the wires on the
impedance is rather small for distances below 5 mm, that it increases for
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(a) Amplifier and filter box.
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(b) Distance.

Figure 4.4: (a) Influence of amplifier and filter box of wire harp on output voltage.
(b) Impedance as a function of distance between wires.

distances between 6 and 13 mm, and for distances between 14 and 20 mm it
seems to decrease. The two jumps in the curve progression show even more
clearly that a very careful calibration of the individual setup has to be done
prior to a derivation of dependencies of the conductivity cell and finally the
bulk salinity.

Moreover, we find the value of the applied voltage to be far below the au-
thor’s intended value of 1 V. In a way, it was fortuitous that the box reduced
the intended applied voltage, since the Gouy-Chapman theory, which de-
scribes the concept of the dlc, suggests that the applied voltage needs to be
below 25 mV for the Debye-Hückel approximation, which describes electro-
static interactions between ions in electrolytes, to hold [Hunter, 1987; Lyk-
lema, 1991]. This maximum of 25 mV for the applied voltage was one of
the prerequisites for the Harp3d. The reason for the low voltage is that in
the case it is too high, the ions in the solution will be accelerated to a ve-
locity that allows them to leave the ion atmosphere (Wien effect). For the
frequency with which the voltage is applied to the wires it is important
that the relaxation time that is neccessary for the ion atmosphere to form
is 10−7 seconds, which implies that the frequency of the applied voltage
has to be lower than 10 MHz. Otherwise the movement of the ions will be
faster than the formation of an ion atmosphere and we would measure a too
high conductivity (Debye-Falkenhagen effect). Preliminary tests to find an
appropriate frequency did not show significant changes for several applied
frequencies and we finally decided for 2 kHz to make the measurements
comparable to those obtained by Notz et al. [2005].

Another modification for the Harp3d is the material of the wires. All of the
previous versions of the instrument contained platinumwires. However, this
material is very expensive, highly sensitive to any mechanical perturbations,
and difficult to solder. This is why I performed tests with several materials,
including tungsten, which gave very nice results during its first setup, but
the wires corroded almost immediately once the device was exposed to air.
Finally, I found a material that was cheap and insensitive to mechanical per-
turbations, yet still difficult to solder—stainless steel. The difficulties during
soiling can be overcome by using the hardness of the material to form small
loops, in which the thin cables can be placed to connect the device with the
logger. A comparison between the different impedances for the two materi-
als as obtained with an intermediate version of the Harp3d will be given in
the next section.
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4.4 intermediate results of harp3d

Here, I describe results of a first experiment to test the general electroni-
cal and mechanical setup of the Harp3d during freezing and melting cy-
cles, and to investigate the differences between platinum and stainless-steel
wires. Therefore, I constructed a simple device that basically consists of two
plates made from plastic with both platinum and stainless-steel wire pairs
arranged at a distance of both 0.5 cm and 1 cm in between them, respec-
tively (see figure 4.5). Two stainless-steel screws with a diameter of 0.8 cm
held the plates in a distance of 9 cm from each other and the wires were
thus spanned to a length of 9 cm. A thermistor2 was arranged in the center
of the device to measure the temperature at the wire level. This device was
arranged approximately 1.5 cm below the surface of an insulated tank that
was filled up to a water level of 1 m with a sodium-chloride solution mixed
to a salinity of 31.4 g/kg. This implies a freezing temperature of the solution
of −1.88 ◦C.

Figure 4.5: Top view of test device to measure the impedance between wires frozen
into the ice. Data presented here stem from the two inner wire pairs that
were arranged in a distance of 1 cm, where one was a platinum-wire pair,
and the other was a stainless-steel wire pair. Note mechanical influence
of the ice on wire pair to the left.

The tank has inside dimensions of 1.95 x 0.67 m2 and a height of 1.2 m, and
is housed in a cold room of 3 x 1.25 m2 and a height of 2.25 m. The temper-
ature of the cold room can be controlled down to −25 ◦C. De-frost cycles of
the cooling machine induce fluctuations of the preset ambient temperature.
An air-temperature sensor3 was arranged in a distance of 30 cm from the
water/ice surface. The sampling interval was set to 30 s. Temperature and
impedance of the test device were measured with Harp3d at a temporal res-
olution of 7 s.

To observe how the impedance in water changes during cooling, I started
the experiment when the water temperature was approximately 5 ◦C above
the freezing point of the solution, i. e., +3 ◦C. The ambient air temperature
was set to −25 ◦C for a duration of 22 hours and to −5 ◦C for the next 7
hours. Therafter, I switched off the freezing machine and opened the door
of the cold room to induce melting. In the following, I focus on the results
obtained for the wire pairs with a distance of 1 cm. Results are shown in
figure 4.6.

2 2.2K3A1 Series 1 Thermistor, calibrated to an accuracy of 0.01 ◦C
3 Campbell 43347 RTD temperature probe with Campbell 43502 aspirated radiation shield
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(b) Temperature at wire level.
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(c) Platinum.
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(d) Stainless steel.

Figure 4.6: Temperature at (a) 30 cm above surface and (b) at wire level 1.5 cm below
the surface. Impedance between (c) platinum-wire pair and (d) stainless-
steel wire pair. See text for details.

Most striking is that for all periods the impedance is almost purely resistive
for both platinum and stainless-steel wire pairs (see figure 4.6c and d). This
substantiates that the assumption made by Notz [2005] that the impedance
is purely capacitive and the resistive part of the impedance can be neglected
is wrong.

Principally, the impedance-curve progression for both materials is similar.
As long as no ice-formation occurred, impedance slightly increased with de-
creasing water temperature, which can be explained by the decreasing con-
ductivity due to the decreasing mobility of the ions, as the viscosity of the
water increases with decreasing temperature. After approximately 11 hours,
the fluctuations in temperature measured by the thermistor at wire level
considerably decreased (see figure 4.6b), which indicates ice formation at
1.5 cm below the surface. The temperature was −1.88 ◦C at that time, i. e., at
the salinity-determined freezing temperature. Almost simultaneously4, the
slope of the impedance considerably increases, which indicates ice forma-
tion, as the increasing fraction of pure ice and therewith resistance between
the wires increases. Although not as steep as the resistance, the reactance
increases as well. This indicates a decreasing fraction of ions in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the wires as the pure-ice fraction increases. Although salinity
and conductivity of the brine increase due to the growth of pure ice at the
expense of the brine water, the dlc gets weaker (see figure 4.3), because
of fewer ions directly at the wires, (Recall that reactance is calculated as
XC = −1/ωCd. Hence, reactance increases with decreasing availability of

4 That the ice did not form precisely at the same time at both wire pairs was caused by different
times of freeze-up at the surface above the respective wire pair.
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ions and weaker dlc.).

After 19 hours, the curve progression of both materials began to differ con-
siderably. The resistance and reactance of the platinum wires were at maxi-
mum at that time and then began to first gradually decrease, and after the
air temperature was set to −5 ◦C after 22 hours, both parts continuously
decreased until hour 25. Thereafter, resistance and reactance alternately in-
creased and decreased until the end of the experiment. In contrast, the resis-
tance and reactance of the stainless-steel wires decreased continuously until
the end of the experiment, after they had reached their respective maximum
at hour 26.

The explanation for this quite different behavior I see in the different types
of ice that grew between the respective wire pairs (see figure 4.5). The ice
that had formed between the platinum wires was rough and uneven and
differed strongly from the very smooth ice at the surface elsewhere in the
tank. Moreover, one of the platinum wires was deformed by the pressure
that was caused by the ice bubble in the center of the device (indicated by
red arrow in figure 4.5). In contrast, the ice between the stainless-steel wires
was very smooth, comparable to the smoothness of the ice surface elsewhere.
This shows that although the device was arranged below the surface, and al-
though the environmental conditions were calm, the instrument disturbed
the natural growth conditions for the ice and thus caused the formation of
an ice structure that was not representative for the environmental condi-
tions.

Hence, the ice changed the setup for the platinum wires and I find it diffi-
cult to compare the curve progressions during the melting period. However,
the steel resistance and reactance both show a continuous decrease. The re-
sistance decrease indicates a decrease in the solid fraction and hence the
melting of the solid-ice matrix. The reactance decrease indicates that the
availability of ions in the immediate vicinity of the wires increases for the
same reason as it was decreasing during freezing—the phase change of the
solid ice comes along with an increasing fraction brine and therewith avail-
able ions in the immediate vicinity of the wires. Hence, the dlc gets stronger,
and reactance decreases.

I find an additional contrast to the statement by Notz [2005] that the indi-
vidual wire pairs of the instrument showed always the same impedance
value for comparable setups. The results of the impedance measurements
of the other wire pairs in a distance of 0.5 cm in the experiment described
above (not shown) showed similar shapes in general though, but I found the
values to strongly differ from wire pair to wire pair during several exper-
iments, even from the same material, at the same distance, and under the
same environmental conditions. This can only be explained by a very high
sensitivity to the wire surface, which changes dependent on its history of
both being deployed in saltwater and experiencing mechanical influence of
the growing and melting of different structures of ice. Moreover, I suppose
the tension of the wires to be important, too. The wires definitely need to
be tighten in a similar way. Any change of the geometry of the conductivity
cell will influence the measured impedance. This indicates that a calibration
of the instrument should be done prior to each experiment for each individ-
ual wire pair, and that a regular cleaning of the wires is essential to obtain
reliable results.
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4.5 summary and conclusions

In this chapter, I discussed the reliability of assumptions made for past
wire-harp measurements [Notz, 2005; Notz et al., 2005], and indicated error
sources of the wire harp. I have shown results of an intermediate version of
the Harp3d [Fontes, 2009; Fontes et al., 2009], which, as the wire harp, was
developed based on the idea of the first development of such an instrument
by Shirtcliffe et al. [1991]. The Harp3d is the first of such an instrument that
is capable to measure the individual parts of the impedance, resistance and
reactance, independently. This enables us to make statements about the frac-
tion of pure ice in between the wires, and about the availability of ions in
the immediate vicinity of the wires.

I have shown that, contrary to the assumptions of Notz [2005], the impedance
is almost purely resistive. This implies that the impact of the geometrical dis-
tribution of the ice-brine mixture between the wires (resistance), and in the
immediate vicinity of the wires (reactance), definitely need to be taken into
account for a reliable calculation of the bulk salinity of sea ice when using
this type of instrument; this was noted also by Chiareli and Worster [1992].

However, I have found difficulties comparable to those already mentioned
by Shirtcliffe et al. [1991] and Shirtcliffe and Kerr [1992], in that the data are too
difficult to interpret, and that the presence of the wires in the supercooled
liquid just ahead of a growing crystal might act as a nucleation site and
change the properties of the forming ice. Both problems occurred during
my experiments, where the impedance values considerably changed for the
same experimental setups, and where the presence of the instrument influ-
enced the properties of the forming ice even under very calm conditions in
the lab (see figure 4.5). Thus, I doubt the applicability of the instrument un-
der rough environmental conditions in the field, except for short, controlled
experiments, where holes are cut into the already existing sea ice. Even if
there will be a solution for the permanently changing impedance values of
individual wire pairs under the same environmental conditions, and even
if we find a way to manage the instrument’s perturbation influence on the
properties of the forming ice, its field applicability is limited since any pres-
sure caused by the moving of ice due to tides, winds, or currents very likely
will deform the wires and thereby change the individual conductivity-cell
setup and calibration.

Or—the instrument will be completely destroyed by ice pressure.

However, once the development of the electronical and mechanical setup
allows for a careful calibration, impedance values for individual wire pairs
might be more stable, and the influence of the instrument on the properties
of the forming ice might be minimized. Then the instrument can be used
during lab studies to examine the salinity evolution of sea ice under dif-
ferent experimental setups, and during field studies if steady supervision
is guaranteed, to validate measurements of the microphysical properties of
sea ice as obtained from cross-borehole resistivity studies [Ingham et al., 2008;
Jones et al., 2010, 2011] and ice cores.





Part V

A SEA - ICE L I FE ON A WARM OCEAN

Dort nun wo das Wasser mit der Luft in Berührung tritt, wird es im Winter
abgekühlt, es nähert sich seinem Dichtigkeitsmaximum, wird schwerer und
sinkt, es treten wärmere Schichten von unten an seine Stelle, die wiederum
eine Abkühlung erleiden, und wiederum anderen Platz machen. Aehnlich wie
bei den Landseen sollte also eigentlich die Eisbildung erst dann stattfinden
können, wann die ganze Wassermasse bis zum Gefrierpunkte erkaltet ist und
ihre Wärme an die Luft abgegeben hat.

Allein ebenso wie bei directem Contacte mit der Luft die Abkühlung und damit
die Eisbildung zu rasch vor sich geht, als dass bei letzterer das ganze Salz aus-
geschieden werden könnte, ebenso findet die Vermischung des Wassers in Folge
der Zunahme an Schwere nicht mit genügender Geschwindigkeit statt, um die
Krystallisation der obersten Schichten verhindern zu können ehe sie sinken.
Es bildet sich schon Eis, bevor die untersten, wärmeren an ihre Stelle getreten
sind. Nimmt der Salzgehalt des Meerwassers mit der Tiefe zu, so würde dies
erschwerend für die Vermischung wirken. Allein hierüber sind wir vor der
Hand durchaus noch nicht im Klaren.

— Karl Weyprecht, 1879





5HEAT EXCHANGE THROUGH GROWING AND MELT ING
F IRST -YEAR SEA ICE

abstract

I discuss the energy exchange between ocean and atmosphere during freeze-
up, growth, and melt of first-year sea ice, based on a variety of measure-
ments we carried out above and below the ocean surface during a winter-
long field campaign in a small Greenlandic bay from November 2009 until
May 2010.

Even though the seawater temperature at a depth of 0.5 m below the wa-
ter/ice surface never reached the freezing point, sea ice eventually formed
and grew up to an average final thickness of 0.33 m. To investigate how sea-
ice formation on seawater that is well above its freezing point is possible,
I carried out a lab experiment, which suggests low turbulence at the water
surface and a sufficient temperature difference between ocean and atmo-
sphere to be prerequisites for the formation to occur.

Maximum oceanic heat loss of 121 W/m2 occurred during the initial forma-
tion of a continuous sea-ice cover. Once the ice had attained its equilibrium
thickness, oceanic heat loss was about 63 W/m2. Estimated heat-transfer co-
efficients during the same periods were 230 and 130 W/m2K, respectively.

I compare estimated and measured ice thicknesses. The results agree well
until accumulation of heat at the ice surface induced melting of the ice inte-
rior.

63
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5.1 introduction

Sea ice has a significant influence on the thermodynamics of the ocean sur-
face. During winter, sea ice insulates the ocean from the cold atmosphere;
and during summer, sea ice reduces the penetration of solar energy into the
ocean by reflecting the incoming shortwave radiation [see e. g. Perovich et al.,
1998]. Arctic sea ice has been undergoing significant changes concerning the
reduction in coverage and thickness of multi-year sea-ice, accompanied by
an overall increase in the areal fraction of first-year sea ice. [McPhee et al.,
1998; Johannessen et al., 1999; Rothrock et al., 1999; Tucker et al., 2001; Comiso,
2002; Maslanik et al., 2011]. Since measurements above, within, and below sea
ice are rare and in the majority of cases were carried out on perennial sea ice,
measurements above and below the practically inaccessible first-year sea ice
are essential to understand the ocean-atmosphere-heat exchange through
first-year sea ice in a future climate. In this chapter, I discuss changes of at-
mospheric and oceanic physical properties caused by growing and melting
first-year sea ice that formed from seawater with temperatures well above
freezing.

The freezing and melting of sea ice balance the discrepancy between the
heat from the ocean, the heat conducted through the ice, and the heat from
the atmosphere. The surface heat budget is the sum of the radiative fluxes
of solar and longwave radiation, the turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent
heat, and the heat conduction through the ice. The radiative fluxes domi-
nate the heat balance [Persson et al.], and how much of the incoming solar
radiation is absorbed by the ice is greatly affected by the albedo of the ice.
The incoming longwave radiation is influenced by the cloud cover, and the
outgoing longwave radiation is a function of the surface temperature. The
wind speed, and the temperature and humidity differences between air and
surface determine the turbulent fluxes, and the heat conduction of sea ice is
set by air temperature, ice thickness, and the snow cover.

The ocean-heat flux is set by the conditions in the ice-ocean-boundary layer
and changes on seasonal and spatial scales, which makes it one of the key
difficulties in modeling the heat and mass balance of sea ice [Maykut and
Untersteiner, 1971; Maykut, 1978; Wettlaufer, 1991; Ebert et al., 1995; McPhee,
2008; McPhee et al., 2008]. It was shown that models with a more reason-
able seasonal cycle relative to observations project a faster future decline
of september sea-ice extent [Wang et al., 2009]. Hence, with the ongoing
retreat of perennial sea ice in the Arctic, the seasonality of sea ice and the ac-
companied heat-flux changes at both the ice-atmosphere and the ice-ocean
interface need to be included in climate models to more realistically predict
the future sea-ice cover.

Here, I investigate the role of the evolution of first-year sea ice for the phys-
ical properties of its adjacent layers atmosphere and ocean, and on the heat
flux at the ocean surface during both abrupt and gradual transitions from
an ice-free to an ice-covered ocean. The study is based on a variety of data,
which we obtained during a winterlong field campaign at the northwestern
coast of Greenland during the unusually warm winter of 2009/2010 [Jung
et al., 2010]. Additionally, I did a lab experiment to understand under which
conditions sea-ice formation can occur in seawater with a temperature above
freezing.

The chapter is organized as follows: After a general description of the field
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campaign in section 5.2, I discuss if it possible to estimate the state of the
sea-ice cover from our measurements of relative humidity, and how the evo-
lution of sea ice influenced the hydrography. In section 5.3, I present results
of a lab study that I carried out to understand how sea ice could form on
water that was above its salinity-determined freezing temperature. In sec-
tion 5.4, I discuss how the heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere
was influenced by the formation, growth, and melt of first-year sea ice. Sec-
tion 5.5 gives a summary and presents conclusions of this chapter.

5.2 field campaign

From November 2009 until May 2010, we carried out a winterlong field
experiment in a small Greenlandic bay (72.79◦ N, 56.06◦ W) to study the
atmosphere-ice-ocean interaction during the formation, growth, and melt of
first-year sea ice. The bay is 5 km beeline to the airport of the settlement
Upernavik, which itself is located on an island within the fjord landscape of
Western Greenland (see figure 5.1). The bay covers an area of 120 x 100 m2

and has an average depth of 8 m. Because oceanic currents were almost ab-
sent and surrounding mountains protected the bay from the wind, the bay
turned out to be a perfect site to study the evolution of young sea ice under
calm conditions.

We were on site three times during the experiment—in November 2009 (to
set up the instruments), in March 2010 (to control the status of the instru-
ments and to carry out additional experiments on the evolution of frost
flowers (see chapter ff)), and in May 2010 (to recover the instruments). A
sailing ship overwintering in the bay provided a basis for us and our scien-
tific equipment during the whole time of the field campaign.

Figure 5.1: Map of air-temperature anomalies for February 2010.a

a Provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center courtesy NOAA/ESRL Physical Sciences
Division; source: http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/2010/030310.html
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5.2.1 Setup and methods

We chose the sampling site in the middle of the bay, to be as far as possi-
ble away from the surrounding land and from the sailing ship. In Novem-
ber 2009 we arranged air temperature1, wind2, and humidity3 sensors at a
height of 2 m above the surface. A radiometer4 was arranged at a height
of 50 cm above the surface. To measure the salinity and temperature evolu-
tion below the growing and melting ice, a conductivity-temperature sensor
(CT)5 was deployed 50 cm below the water surface. The sampling interval
of all instruments was set to 30 s.

The radiometer consists of five sensors: a pair of pyranometers with one
facing upward, the other facing downward to measure both the incoming
and surface-reflected shortwave radiation; and a pair of pyrgeometers in a
similar configuration to measure both the incoming and outgoing longwave
radiation. The fifth sensor is a temperature sensor measuring the internal
temperature of the radiometer. It can be used to get more precise readings
of the infrared radiation. Because pin space on the data logger was limited,
we decided to use the air temperature instead, which might have caused
small errors during the calculation of the longwave radiation. Other error
sources are the instrument leveling and the cleanliness of the domes; if the
domes are covered by hoar frost, rain or snow, readings are reduced. How-
ever, the overwinterers tried to check both the leveling and the cleanliness
of the domes every two days, which is why I expect the errors to be within
±2 W/m2.

The wind sensor stopped working right at the beginning of the campaign,
when wind speed was so high that the sensors broke. However, a compar-
ison of the wind data measured by our sensors and the data measured at
the Upernavik airport showed only small deviations with a maximum of
±0.5 m/s, and I used daily winddata measured at Upernavik airport for
this study.

From the end of March until the end of May, we additionally deployed a
thermistor rod within the already existing sea ice. The rod was made of
teflon, had a diameter of 4.5 cm, and contained twenty nine thermistors6 at
a vertical resolution of 3 cm. The sampling interval was set to 10 min.

The overwintering crew provided information about the presence or absence
of sea ice in the bay. From the end of March until the beginning of May one
of the overwinterers occasionally took ice-core samples (see chapter sr). Bulk
salinity and temperature along these cores were determined using standard
methods [see Eicken et al., 2009].

5.2.2 Observed ice and weather conditions

Influenced by an extreme negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation during the
winter 2009/2010 [Jung et al., 2010], which contributed to unusually high
temperatures over Western Greenland (see figure 5.1), the freeze-up was
extremely late, and—except for some ice floes with a thickness of approxi-

1 Campbell 43347 RTD temperature probe with Campbell 43502 aspirated radiation shield
2 Campbell A100R for velocity and Campbell W200P-1 for direction
3 rotronic hygrometer MP 100 A with RS 12 T radiation shield
4 Kipp & Zonen CNR4
5 SeaBird Electronics, SBE37
6 2.2K3A1 Series 1 Thermistor, calibrated to an accuracy of 0.05 ◦C
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mately 20 cm that were floating in the bay in November and December—a
continuous sea-ice cover did not form before January 2010, when air tem-
perature had decreased from +4 ◦C on 1 January to −24 ◦C on 10 January
(see figure 5.2a). A thin sea-ice cover formed on that day and grew up to a
thickness of about 20 cm on 23 January. On 29 January, air temperature had
increased to 0 ◦C. Together with winds of maximum velocities of 13 m/s,
the ice became wet and porous and was breaking into small ice floes. From
11 February until 18 February air temperature decreased below −10 ◦C, a
thin ice cover formed, which again was hindered to cover the whole bay
by the upcoming air-temperature increase and an accompanied storm with
wind velocities of up to 12 m/s on 21 February. Air temperature stayed be-
low −10 ◦C from 23 February until 26 March 2010. During this period of one
month, a continuous sea-ice cover formed both in the bay and in the sound
between the bay and Upernavik. To reach the bay on 12 March, we were
passing the sound with snow mobiles on 10 cm thin sea ice. However, the
ice in the bay showed an average thickness of 30-35 cm. While the sound
was already ice free when we were on site to recover some of the instru-
ments in May, the ice thickness in the bay was then still 30 cm. On the day
of our arrival on 9 May, the ice-surface structure showed a continuous snow
cover as in March. However, the ice bottom was covered with algae-filled
holes allover and the algae served as food for crustaceae. When we left the
site three days later on 12 May, the ice-surface structure had changed from
a continuous snow cover to a snow skeleton filled with meltwater. The ice
had completely melted around 20 May 2010.

5.2.3 Estimation of sea-ice state from humidity

Here, I investigate if it is possible to use our measurements of relative hu-
midity above the growing and melting ice as a diagnostical tool to determine
the times of sea-ice formation and sea-ice melt.

Since the relative humidity is a measure of the rate of water evaporation
as it takes into account the saturated vapor pressure, I expected significant
changes in relative humidity during the formation and melting of the ice.
However, the relative humidity during the times where we know about the
occurence of sea-ice formation and melt did not differ significantly com-
pared to values obtained with sea ice present in March, for example.

This changes if we convert the measured relative humidity with respect
to water saturation, to the relative humidity with respect to ice saturation.
Measurements of relative humidity obtained during the yearlong Surface
Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean experiment (sheba) and during additional
observations in the Antarctic that lasted for several months have shown
that the relative humidity with respect to ice over sea ice is always near ice
saturation; sometimes it is even supersaturated [Andreas et al., 2002]. The
authors argued that the high relative humidity with respect to ice is a conse-
quence of the large amount of water vapor given up by leads and polynyas,
and that supersaturation becomes more likely with an increasing fraction
of leads and decreasing ice-surface temperature. Modeling studies let them
conclude that the transfer of water droplets to the ice surface is not rapid
enough to entirely relieve the supersaturation with respect to ice.

However, the measurements of Andreas et al. [2002, and references therein]
were carried out over perennial sea ice. Our measurements can provide an
insight into the different conditions concerning the relative humidity over
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Figure 5.2: (a) Air temperature; (b) air pressure; (c) relative humidity with respect
to (wrt.) water and with respect to ice, and the difference between the
two; line in the middle indicates state of ice coverage in the bay as ice
free (blue) and ice covered (turquois); (d) wind speed during the field
campaign. Data were averaged over a sliding window of one day.

growing and melting first-year sea ice, which will be the prevailing sea-ice
type in the Arctic in the near future.

The measured relative humidity with respect to water saturation rhw can be
converted to the relative humidity with respect to ice saturation rhi by

rhi = rhw

[
esat,w(Ta)

esat,i(Ta)

]
, (5.1)

where for −40 ◦C� Ta �0 ◦C, [Buck, 1981]

esat,w(Ta) = (1.0007 + 3.46 · 10−6 ·P) · 6.1121 exp
(

17.966 · Ta
247.15 + Ta

)
, (5.2)

and for −50 ◦C� Ta �0 ◦C

esat,i(Ta) = (1.0003 + 4.81 · 10−6 ·P) · 6.1115 exp
(

22.452 · Ta
272.55 + Ta

)
. (5.3)

The measured air temperature Ta is in ◦C, and the barometric and saturation-
vapor pressures over water and ice, P, esat,w and esat,i are in hPa, respectively.
Relative humidity with respect to ice is shown together with the measured
relative humidity with respect to water and the difference between the two
in figure 5.2c. The state of the water/ice surface is indicated by the line in
the middle of figure 5.2c, with a turquois line when the bay was ice covered,
and a blue line when the bay was ice free.

The relative humidity with respect to ice is increasing with a decreasing
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fraction of open water, which was the case in January and in March, when
ice was forming and growing in both the bay and the sound between the
bay and the settlement Upernavik. Only during these times of high ice-
formation rates, the relative humidity with respect to ice shows supersat-
uration. In November and the first half of December, when thicker ice floes
were floating in the bay, the relative humidity with respect to ice was near
saturation. The strong decrease in relative humidity with respect to ice close
to 26 March can be explained by the strong air-temperature increase, which
is very likely to have enhanced the melting of the thin ice in the sound close-
by, which substantiates that an increasing fraction of open water decreases
the relative humidity with respect to ice.

The difference between both humidities shows the dependence of the rel-
ative humidity with respect to ice on the state of the ice cover even more
clearly. During ice-free states, the difference is close to zero, or it gets slightly
negative. During times of high ice production, the difference is largest. When
the ice in the bay started to melt at the beginning of May, the difference be-
tween both humidities gradually decreases until it reaches zero, when all
ice had melted.

I conclude that supersaturation of relative humidity with respect to ice oc-
curs during sea-ice growth, the relative humidity with respect to ice is near
saturation when sea ice has reached an equilibrium state, and the relative hu-
midities with respect to ice and water reach approximately the same value
during sea-ice melt. This picture still holds in the light of the measurements
carried out by Andreas et al. [2002, and references therein], as the opening of
leads and polynyas within perennial sea ice increases the amount of water
vapor in the atmospheric boundary layer. As they freeze-over again, which
is comparable to our measurements in January and March, supersaturation
of relative humidity with respect to ice can be found also over perennial sea
ice.

Hence, the near-surface water vapor with respect to ice can be used to de-
termine the times of sea-ice formation (supersaturation, rhi > 100%), to
estimate when the ice reached an equilibrium state (saturation, rhi = 100%),
and to determine when sea ice melts (rhi � rhw).

5.2.4 Impact of sea ice on hydrography

In this section, I describe how the formation, growth and melt of the ice
influenced both the temperature and salinity evolution at a depth of 50 cm
below the water/ice surface, and the exchange of heat between ocean and
atmosphere.

Measured oceanic temperature and salinity below the growing and melt-
ing ice are shown in figure 5.3a and b, averaged over a sliding window of
one day. From November until 10 February, oceanic temperature gradually
decreased from −0.6 ◦C to −1.1 ◦C. During this period, the fluctuations of
oceanic temperature were larger than during the following period from 10
February until approximately 10 May, which can be explained by strong
winds in December and at the beginning of January (see figure 5.2d). After
10 May, oceanic temperature strongly increased from approximately −0.6 ◦C
to +1 ◦C. This strong ocean-temperature increase was caused by sufficient
warming of the surface and accompanied onset of ice melt.

Oceanic salinity increased from 33 g/kg in November to 33.7 g/kg on 20 Jan-
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Figure 5.3: (a) Oceanic temperature; (b) salinity and (c) density 50 cm below growing
and melting sea ice. (d) shows the variation coefficients for salinity and
temperature. All data were averaged over a sliding window of one day

uary. Caused by strong storms, fluctuations in oceanic salinity were higher
than average fluctuations from mid December until 10 January, when ice for-
mation occurred. Salinity then further increased to 33.8 g/kg on 23 January,
where it remained until 27 January. High air temperatures and strong winds
led to melting of the thin ice accompanied by an enhanced freshwater input,
causing salinity to strongly decrease to 33.6 g/kg on 10 February. From 10
to 22 February, salinity increased again to 33.8 g/kg, where it remained un-
til 4 May. The period from 10 to 22 February most likely was the time when
sea-ice formation occurred both in the bay and the sound. From 4 May until
1 June, salinity gradually decreased to a final measured value of 33.5 g/kg,
with the exception of the strong decrease at the end of the field study, which
was caused by the freshwater input due to the complete melt of the ice (see
also chapter 3).

The change in fluctuations of oceanic salinity and temperature can be quan-
tified by the variation coefficient (the standardization of the variance), which
considerably decreases on 10 January (see figure 5.3d), when formation of a
continuous sea-ice cover was first observed. This shows that already a very
thin sea-ice cover is capable to strongly dampen the momentum exchange
between atmosphere and ocean. However, after only 10 days high variations
appear again, because the thin ice could not sustain the storm and high air
temperatures at the end of February, which also illustrates the sensibility of
such a thin ice cover. Once the ice had turned into a stable state, variations
were significantly lower than average, and started to increase again around
23 April, when an ice-temperature changeover occurred, and flushing and
bottom-ice melt were observed shortly thereafter (see chapter 3).

The salinity measurements show that once the ocean was covered by ice
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with a thickness of approximately 20 cm, the salinity and hence density in-
crease stagnates, which indicates decreasing ice formation at the bottom
with increasing ice thickness (see period from mid February to beginning
of May in figures 5.3b,c). The salinity-curve and density-curve progression
substantiate the well-known assumption that it is mainly the initial sea-ice
formation that is important for the formation of dense polar bottom waters
[e. g. Aagaard et al., 1981; Carmack, 2000; Martinson and Steele, 2001]. This im-
plies that with an increasing fraction of first-year sea-ice formation in winter,
more salt is expelled into the ocean, which is very likely to have an influence
on the general deep-water formation in the Arctic.

To investigate how the formation, growth and melt of the ice in concert with
the observed air-temperature and wind forcing modified the heat loss from
the ocean, I performed a cross correlation between air and ocean tempera-
ture over a sliding window of 20 days. The correlation was estimated at the
99% confidence interval.

Results of the cross correlation between air and ocean temperature are shown
in figure 5.4. Most obvious is the positive correlation during nearly the
whole time of the field study (see figure 5.4b). Exceptions can be found
from 15 to 25 January, and from 1 to 10 February, where correlations are
negative and indicate that although air temperature increased or fluctuated
between 0 and −5 ◦C (see figure 5.2a), respectively, ocean temperature did
not adapt to these changes.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Cross correlation over a sliding window of 20 days between air and
ocean temperature. White line marks the lag of maximum correlation. (b)
shows maximum correlation.

An answer as to why the correlation was negative can be found if we con-
sider the lag, which helps us to determine who was leading—the atmo-
sphere or the ocean (see figure 5.4a). From December until the beginning
of January, when the bay was only partly covered by some ice floes, and
strong winds and high air temperatures (see figure 5.2d and a) led to a
well mixed oceanic layer, the exchange between ocean and air-temperature
signals occured almost immediately, which is indicated by the highest corre-
lation appearing at lag zero. This changes on 10 January, when ice formation
occurred and the lag of highest correlation turns to be −3 days, indicating
both that the ocean was leading the atmosphere and that the transport of the
temperature signal from ocean to atmosphere took about 3 days. Hence, as
the ocean-temperature for example increased on 18 January, it took 3 days
for the temperature signal to reach the atmosphere, where temperature in-
deed started to increase on 21 January. Physically, the negative correlation
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from 15 to 25 January illustrates that ice formation caused both the isolation
of the ocean from the atmosphere, and an enhanced convection within the
upper-ocean mixed layer due to the accompanied sinking of dense brine,
which led to a decrease in ocean temperature, although air temperature was
increasing during this time.

The short period of positive correlation prior to the second period of nega-
tive correlation can be explained by the melting of the ice, which was caused
by high air temperatures and a storm with wind velocities of about 13 m/s.
The warm and fresh ice meltwater considerably increased the seawater tem-
perature and decreased oceanic salinity (see figure 5.3a,b).

During the second period of negative correlation, the atmosphere was lead-
ing the ocean with a lag of approximately 2 days. Air temperature fluctuated
between 0 and −5 ◦C with a negative trend, and ocean temperature was in-
creasing. The negative correlation at that time comes due to the time the
ocean (which was just warmed by the warm meltwater) needs to adapt to
the strongly fluctuating and decreasing air temperature.

From 10 February until the end of the experiment in June, the correlation be-
tween air and ocean temperature was positive. The lag, however, was chang-
ing, indicating that prior to ice formation, the atmosphere was leading the
ocean; and as soon as the surface was ice covered, the ocean took the lead.
On average, the temperature was transported through 30-35 cm thick sea
ice within approximately 3-4 days. As the sun was rising in March, the lag
gradually decreased until it reached zero on 5 April, where it remained until
atmosphere took the lead on 20 April. On that day, the correlation between
air and ocean temperature was highest, and an ice-temperature changeover
was observed that was accompanied by frequent ice-desalination events over
a period of 10 days (see chapter 3). The overall increase in the correlation be-
tween air and ocean temperature, accompanied by the decreasing lag might
give us an idea of the thermal conductivity of the ice, which should decrease
as well with increasing temperatures. An investigation of this question will
be left for later studies.

However, all processes described above occurred even though the seawa-
ter temperature at a depth of 50 cm below the surface never reached the
freezing point (see figure 5.2a). Since it is generally agreed that sea-ice for-
mation can only happen once the oceanic-mixed layer is cooled down to its
salinity-determined freezing temperature [see e. g. Carmack, 2000; Aagaard
et al., 1981], I carried out a lab experiment to understand which processes
might have led to the observed sea-ice formation on warm seawater.

5.3 a lab study on sea-ice formation on warm water

Motivated by observations of sea-ice formation on seawater the temperature
of which was above its freezing point, I carried out a lab experiment to un-
derstand which processes can lead to sea-ice formation on warm seawater.

For multi-year ice, it was shown earlier that once sea ice exists, it can persist
and even grow although the upper-ocean temperature is above its salinity-
determined freezing temperature as long as ice conduction exceeds the
oceanic heat flux [McPhee, 2008; McPhee et al., 2008]. However, the formation
of sea ice on warm seawater has not been observed before.
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Figure 5.5: Tank setup during the experiment with sensors installed to measure (A)
air temperature, (B) relative humidity, (C) wind speed, (D) temperature
across the air-water-ice interface, and (E,F) temperature and salinity be-
low the growing ice.

5.3.1 Setup and method

The experiment was carried out in an insulated tank with inside dimensions
of 1.95 x 0.67 m2 and a height of 1.2 m, which itself is housed in a cold room
of 3 x 1.25 m2 and a height of 2.25 m (see figure 5.5). The temperature of the
cold room can be controlled down to −25 ◦C. De-frost cycles of the cooling
machine induce fluctuations of the preset ambient temperature. During cool-
ing cycles, the cold-room ventilator causes average wind velocities of about
0.25 m/s. The tank was filled up to a water level of 1 m with a sodium-
chloride solution mixed to a salinity of 31.2 g/kg, which implies a freezing
temperature of the solution of about −1.87 ◦C.

Heat panels were arranged along the tank sidewalls to avoid pressure gen-
eration caused by a complete ice cover. To simulate an oceanic heat flux of
4 W/m2, a heating cable was arranged on the floor of the tank to provide
this heat flux. The cable also inhibited supercooling of the water below the
growing ice. Air temperature7, wind8, and humidity9 sensors were arranged
in a distance of 30 cm from the water/ice surface. The sampling interval of
the sensors was set to 30 s. The temperature across the air-ice-water inter-
face was measured using a thermistor rod with a spatial resolution ranging
from 0.5 cm to 1 cm. The rod was made of teflon, had a diameter of 4.5 cm,
and contained eight thermistors10. The sampling interval was set to 7 s. A
conductivity-temperature sensor (CT)11 was arranged 8 cm below the sur-
face. The sampling interval of the CT was set to 10 s. Pumps were installed
to mix the water prior to the experiment.

I started the experiment after the initial condition—a homogeneous temper-
ature distribution within the tank of approximately +1 ◦C—was reached.
Then I switched off the pumps and turned the cold room to −25 ◦C, i. e.,
the strongest cooling possible.

7 Campbell 43347 RTD temperature probe with Campbell 43502 aspirated radiation shield
8 Campbell A100R for velocity and Campbell W200P-1 for direction
9 rotronic hygrometer MP 100 A with RS 12 T radiation shield

10 2.2K3A1 Series 1 Thermistor, calibrated to an accuracy of 0.05 ◦C
11 SeaBird Electronics, SBE37
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5.3.2 Results and discussion

The activation of the cooling machine immediately caused turbulence at
the water surface. After 82 min, air temperature had decreased from −2 to
−17 ◦C, relative humidity had increased from 47% to 70%, temperatures at
the water surface and the water below had decreased to −1.43 ◦C and 0.5 ◦C,
respectively, and the salinity was still at its initial value of 31.23 g/kg (fig-
ure 5.6).
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(f) Salinity 8 cm below surface in g/kg

Figure 5.6: Temporal evolution of parameters measured across the air-ice-water in-
terface.

At this point, a de-frost cycle of the cooling machine caused the wind speed
to go down to 0 m/s. Within the next 3 min, the surface temperature de-
creased from −1.43 ◦C to −2.78 ◦C. Below the surface, a significant decrease
in temperature can be observed down to 5 cm; the amount of cooling de-
creasing with depth (see figure 5.6d). During the next 17.5 min, the tem-
peratures gradually increased up to almost the same value as before the
strong decrease. Simultaneous to the observed temperature decreases and
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increases, relative humidity increased from 69.7% to 94.6%, which was the
highest value for the whole time of the experiment (see figure 5.6b). Salinity
slightly increased by approximately 0.1 g/kg and showed frequent fluctua-
tions of about 0.01 g/kg.

These temperature fluctuations indicate a tremendous supercooling of 0.9 ◦C
at the water surface and show that heat was extracted from the upper water
column, resulting in a strong increase in relative humidity above the surface.
The observations also imply that wind speeds need to be very low for such a
strong supercooling to occur. Fluctuations in salinity during that time were
negligible.

With −0.75 ◦C, the surface temperature then was higher than prior to the su-
percooling (−1.43 ◦C). With the onset of the next freezing cycle 107 min after
start of the experiment, the wind speed increased to approximately 0.25 m/s
again and caused turbulence at the water surface. While the surface tempera-
ture began to decrease immediately, temperatures in the water below stayed
almost constant. The surface temperature decreased to −1.17 ◦C within the
following 16 min, accompanied by a relative-humidity decrease to 74.5%.

During the next 4 min (123 to 127), the surface
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Figure 5.7: Zoom into equi-
libration

temperature increased from −1.17 to −0.19 ◦C
within 36 s, decreased from −0.19 to −1.25 ◦C
within 78 s, slightly increased to −0.84 ◦C within
42 s, decreased to −1.87 ◦C within 36 s, and in-
creased again to −1.1 ◦C within 42 s. Except for
the initial increase of the surface temperature,
which is accompanied by decreasing temperatures
below the surface, a similar shape of the tem-
perature fluctuations can be observed down to
a depth of 5 cm. The fluctuations can even be

observed 0.5 cm above the surface, where temperature fluctuated between
−5.4 and −4.2 ◦C (not shown). Two minutes after the first strong temper-
ature increase at minute 123, both a significant increase in salinity from
31.23 to 31.28 g/kg (see figure 5.6f) and temperature decrease from 0.42 to
0.32 ◦C were measured by the conductivity-temperature sensor 8 cm below
the surface. Moreover, air temperature, wind speed, and relative humidity
plateaued at −15 ◦C, 0.3 m/s and 76%, respectively. Salinity decreased to
the initial value of 31.23 g/kg within the next 8 min.

Unfortunately, the state of the surface was not captured by a camera; hence,
in the following, I can only infer what has happened. I argue that the pro-
cesses described above (minute 123 to 127) happened when an initial nu-
cleation of a very thin ice cover occurred. The first increase in surface tem-
perature (minute 123) and the accompanying decrease of the temperatures
below the surface show that heat was released from the surface (which is
well known to happen during ice production [see e. g. Weeks, 2010]), and
that the heat loss needed to form ice was extracted from the upper water
column. Since the time of the surface-temperature decrease to −1.87 ◦C ex-
actly coincides with the time of the strong salinity increase, and since the
value of the negative peak of −1.87 ◦C was the salinity-determined freezing
temperature, I conclude that this was initial thin-ice formation.

However, the curve progression of relative humidity suggests that a con-
tinuous ice cover did not form before the surface temperature had reached
the freezing point, which was the case half an hour later (minute 163). An
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explanation could be the irregular freezing of the water surface, which is
caused by temperature gradients appearing due to the different wind condi-
tions relative to the position of the cold-room ventilator. Relative humidity
had decreased to 67% at that time, and started to increase until it reached
approximately 80% after 260 min, where it lasted for the remainder of the
experiment. Additionally, the temperature at a depth of 0.5 cm below the
surface had decreased to the freezing temperature after these 260 min.

In any case, sea-ice formation occurred when the water below the surface
was well above freezing. Assuming the ice formation occurred when the sur-
face temperature had reached the freezing point, the temperature difference
to the next sensor at a depth of 0.5 cm was 1.8 ◦C.

After the initial formation of the thin sea-ice layer in minute 163, a con-
siderable increase in salinity accompanied by frequent deviations from the
average salinity occurred. The frequent deviations stopped once the ice had
grown to a thickness of 2 cm. Thereafter, the salinity was smoothly increas-
ing to 31.6 g/kg at the end of the experiment after 12 h (see zoom-out in
figure 5.6f). The final ice thickness was 5 cm.

The fact that the surface temperature during the initial formation of the
thin sea-ice layer was lower by 1.8 ◦C than the temperature 0.5 cm below,
suggests an upper bound for the seawater temperature at which sea-ice for-
mation can occur to be about 1.8 ◦C above the freezing point. In the field, the
difference between the freezing temperature and the temperature at 50 cm
below the surface was about 0.6-0.7 ◦C on 10 January, the day on which the
formation of a continuous ice cover was observed (see section 5.2.2).

However, additional lab experiments with even higher initial water tem-
peratures and different simulated atmospheric temperatures and winds are
needed to substantiate the observations and to be able to come up with a
reliable statistic.

5.3.3 Conclusions

Sea-ice formation on seawater that is well above its freezing point is possible.
Prerequisites for the formation to occur are low turbulences at the water sur-
face and a sufficient temperature difference between ocean and atmosphere.
Under these conditions, heat is extracted from the upper ocean, which leads
to supercooling and initial nucleation of a thin ice cover that, once formed,
prevents lower layers from atmospheric turbulence and effectively conducts
heat, which further allows ice growth.

Together with the measurements we carried out in the field, these results
take a step forward in getting an idea of prerequisites for the existence of
Polar sea ice in a climate with oceanic temperatures above freezing.

5.4 heat-flux estimates

In this section, I investigate how the observed evolution of first-year sea ice
influenced the heat exchange between atmosphere and ocean.

The total downward flux of heat across the ocean surface is determined by
the radiative fluxes of net solar (Hsw) and net longwave (Hlw) radiation, and
the turbulent fluxes of sensible (Hsens) and latent heat (Hlat).

H = Hsw − (Hlw + Hsens + Hlat) (5.4)
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Figure 5.8: Sketch of sea-ice-heat budget.

The presence of sea ice significantly alters this energy exchange, as it mod-
erates the momentum exchange by building an effective barrier between at-
mosphere and ocean, and as the ice reduces the heat input into the ocean by
reflecting a significant amount of the incoming shortwave radiation. Hence,
how much energy can be exchanged between atmosphere and ocean is de-
termined by the ability of the ice to conduct heat, and by the thickness of
the ice (see figure 5.8 for a sketch of involved fluxes). Both factors are dif-
ferent for perennial sea ice compared to first-year sea ice, which will be the
prevailing sea-ice type in the near future. Hence, properly describing the
heat fluxes at both the ice-atmosphere interface and the ice-ocean interface
is essential for modeling the energy and mass balances. However, most of ex-
isting measurements were carried out over perennial sea ice. Measurements
over first-year sea ice are rare, and the following heat-flux measurements
will enhance our understanding of the heat exchange between atmosphere
and ocean during the evolution of first-year sea ice.

5.4.1 Longwave and shortwave radiation

The basis for the calculation of the total heat flux that will follow are our
radiation measurements, which I will shortly describe in this section.

Measured net longwave and shortwave radiation at the water/ice surface
are shown in figure 5.9. Longwave and shortwave quantities were obtained
by converting the measured voltages of the pyrgeometers and pyranome-
ters to incoming and outgoing longwave radiation, and incoming and re-
flected shortwave radiation, respectively. Sometimes net-shortwave balances
showed small deviations to positive values during night, which would im-
ply an impossible negative albedo. Those data were manually set to zero.
Moreover, shortwave-radiation measurements are reliable only once the so-
lar elevation angle was above 10◦ (mentioned by manufacturer), which is
why data were removed from the time series when the angle was below 10◦.
Hence, shortwave-radiation measurements will be included in the heat-flux
calculations from beginning of March 2010.
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(a) Net longwave heat flux. (b) Net shortwave heat flux.

Figure 5.9: (a) Net longwave radiation, averaged over a sliding window of one day.
(b) Net shortwave radiation, averaged over a sliding window of 12 h.

5.4.2 Surface-temperature estimation

To properly calculate turbulent heat fluxes and the total heat flux, an appro-
priate water/ice surface temperature is essential. Since we did not measure
the temperature at the water/ice surface directly, the surface temperature
was derived from the emitted QL↑ and incoming QL↓ longwave radiation
[Andreas et al., 2010a] measured by the radiometer as:

Tsurf,lw = (σ ε)−1/4{HL↑ − (1 − ε)HL↓}1/4 , (5.5)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the surface emissivity ε is
0.99 [Jordan et al., 1999]. The result is shown as the blue curve in figure 5.10.
However, I do not trust the result. Even though daily averaged air tempera-
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Figure 5.10: Surface temperature derived from measurements of longwave radiation
(blue curve) and from fit between longwave-derived and measured tem-
perature. See text for details.

ture data show maxima of +4 ◦C for short periods in December and January,
I do not believe that the water surface was as warm as the air. The same im-
pression holds for periods of air temperatures below −15 ◦C. In both cases,
longwave-derived surface temperatures seem to be overestimated relative to
the absolute value.

Hence, a second estimate of the surface temperature was applied by using
the temperature we measured at the surface of the ice from the end of March
until mid May 2010. The measured surface-temperature data were linearly
fitted to the longwave-derived surface temperature during the same period.
High variations in air temperature and thus surface temperature during this
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(b) Spring fit.

Figure 5.11: Linear fits to derive the surface temperature from longwave-radiation
measurements during (a) winter conditions, and (b) spring conditions.
Note different x-axes and y-axes.

time of a transition from a winter state to a summer state allow for a split of
the fitted data to respective periods. Equations and R-values for the respec-
tive fits are shown in figure 5.11. The result of the fitted surface temperature
is shown as a red curve in figure 5.10 above. It reveals the possible failure we
might get in deriving the surface temperature of sea ice from measurements
of the longwave radiation using equation 5.5. However, to me it seems more
reliable, and the fitted surface temperature Tsurf,fit has been used for the fol-
lowing heat-flux calculations.

5.4.3 Turbulent heat exchange

Turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer causes sensible and latent
heat fluxes. Sensible heat is the heat flux that is caused by the temperature
difference at the ice-atmosphere interface. The temperature difference leads
to a transfer of heat down the temperature gradient and is strongly influ-
enced by wind and small eddies in the boundary layer. Latent heat, the heat
transfer that occurs due to sublimation or evaporation at the surface, is also
strongly influenced by the wind conditions. The sensible heat was calculated
as

Hsens = ρa ·Cd ·u · cpa · (Tsurf − Ta) , (5.6)

where ρa is density of air, Cd is the drag coefficient, u is wind speed, cpa is
specific heat of air, and (Tsurf − Ta) is the difference between surface and air
temperatures. Latent heat was calculated as

Hlat = ρa ·Cd ·u ·Lvap · (qsurf − qa) , (5.7)

where Lvap is latent heat of vaporization, and (qsurf − qa) is the difference
between specific humidities at the surface and 2 m above surface. Quantities
were calculated following parameterizations given in Andreas [2005]. Results
are shown in figure 5.12.

I find strongest positive sensible heat fluxes of about 120 W/m2 for the pe-
riod of the initial formation of a continuous ice cover in the bay in Jan-
uary. From 6 April until 23 April, the sensible heat flux was approximately
60 W/m2. During this period, warming-induced gravity drainage was ob-
served (chapter 3). The strongest negative sensible heat fluxes occurred dur-
ing the storm events on 13 and 31 December 2009. Latent heat flux was
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(a) Sensible heat flux.
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(b) Latent heat flux.

Figure 5.12: Turbulent heat fluxes. (a) sensible heat flux (b) latent heat flux. Data
were averaged over a sliding window of one day.

highest during two storms in April, which was at the time when a consider-
able desalination of the whole ice column was observed (see chapter 3).

5.4.4 Methods for heat-flux calculations

The total heat flux was obtained by using two different implementations of
the boundary-layer formulations. In principle, both formulations are phys-
ically equivalent in that the longwave, sensible and latent heat fluxes are
linearized. However, using both implementations provides a minimum esti-
mation of uncertainties.

1 . haney method : The charm of this method arises from the fact that
the upward heat flux across the ocean surface is given in terms of an
apparent atmospheric equilibrium state as:

H = H2 · (T∗
a − Tsurf), (5.8)

where

T∗
a = Ta − H1/H2, (5.9)

with H1 containing net downward fluxes of solar radiation and up-
ward fluxes of longwave radiation and latent heat across and from
the ocean surface at air temperature Ta; and H2 contains net upward
fluxes of longwave radiation and sensible and latent heat per degree
Celsius excess of the ocean-surface temperature over the atmospheric
equilibrium temperature Ta (see Haney [1971] for details).

Parameters such as the saturation-vapor pressure, air density, latent
heat of vaporization and so forth that are needed to calculate sensible
and latent heat fluxes were calculated according to formulas in Andreas
[2005]. The drag coefficient was calculated after Andreas et al. [2010a,
pg. 933].

2 . andreas method : This method relies on state-of-the-art formulations
of turbulent exchanges over both winter and summer sea ice, where
multiple data sets collected during the year-long experiment to study
the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (sheba, from 1997 to
1998) were used to develop a bulk-flux algorithm for predicting the
surface fluxes of momentum and sensible and latent heat [Andreas
et al., 2010a,b, and references therein]. The algorithm used here was
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downloaded from http://www.nwra.com/resumes/andreas/software.

php, and slightly modified to handle long time series.

For both methods, the ice concentration that is contained in the formulae is
an important factor concerning the drag-coefficient calculation, and I did a
raw guess of the percentual ice coverage by applying the visual observations
and the estimates from our measurements of relative humidity with respect
to ice saturation (see also section 5.2.3). Hence, an ice concentration of 100%
was applied for March only, when both the bay and the sound were ice
covered. In the remaining time, the ice concentration was below 99%, so that
using the Andreas method, all heat fluxes were calculated as for conditions
over summer sea ice.

5.4.5 Results and discussion

Measurements of incoming and outgoing longwave and shortwave radia-
tion, wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure,
and the estimated ice concentration and surface temperature were used to
calculate the net heat flux at the water/ice surface by using the two meth-
ods described above. Resulting heat fluxes are shown in figure 5.13 together
with the bulk heat flux of the ice for the period from end of March until
mid May, when temperature measurements in the ice were available. Bulk
conductive heat flux of the ice was calculated by

Hbulk, ice = −k · Ti,s − Ti,bot

h
, (5.10)

where Ti,surf and Ti,bot are the temperatures at the ice surface and ice bottom,
respectively, h is ice thickness, and the thermal conductivity of the ice k was
calculated dependent on measured bulk salinities and temperatures. Black
crosses indicate times when strong deviations from average oceanic salinity
and temperature were observed (see chapter sr for details). A positive value
for the heat flux corresponds to a heat flux from the ocean/sea-ice surface
to the atmosphere.
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Figure 5.13: Daily averaged heat flux calculated with described methods. Red curve
shows net heat flux calculated with Haney method, blue curve shows
net heat flux calculated with Andreas method. Light blue shows bulk
heat flux of the ice. Black crosses indicate times when strong deviations
from average oceanic salinity and temperature indicated brine outflow.

Striking is the similarity of both heat fluxes during times of high ice pro-
duction and a continuous ice cover (as was the case in January and March).
During transitions from partly ice-covered to ice-covered states or vice versa,
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the differences between both heat-flux estimates are highest, peaking at
46 W/m2 during the transition from winter to spring on 8 April. With de-
creasing ice coverage at the end of the field study, the agreement between
both fluxes increases again. On average, the results obtained by the two
methods differ by 9 W/m2, the heat flux calculated with the Haney method
being higher. Negative values indicate a changeover of the heat-flux direc-
tion from ocean-to-atmosphere to atmosphere-to-ocean (for example on 13
December 2009 and 1 January 2010).

In the period from beginning until mid of April, the heat fluxes calcu-
lated with the Andreas method seem overestimated, because solar radiation
was increasing during that time, indicating that more heat must have been
put into the surface. Nevertheless, the fluxes calculated with the Andreas
method strongly increase to values comparable to those obtained during ice
production. Since the Andreas algorithm also considers the appearance of
melt ponds at specified air temperatures, but melt ponds did not appear on
the ice during that time, the increase might have been caused by different
calculations of the drag coefficient over melt ponds, or a different handling
of the percentual ice coverage.

For the Haney-method results, the surface received more heat as the sun
was rising as expected. This seems more reliable to me and I will focus on
the heat-flux changes calculated with the Haney method hereafter.

Dependent on ice coverage, more or less heat was put into the ocean during
storms. For example, the storms both on 1 January and 16 April showed the
same wind speed of 17.8 m/s. On 1 January, the bay was ice free, and the
heat flux changed from +76 W/m2 to −21 W/m2. In contrast, the decrease
in heat flux from +38 W/m2 to +15 W/m2 on 16 April, when the bay was
covered by 30-35 cm thick sea ice, is comparatively small. This gives but one
expression of how effective already 30 cm thick sea ice is in moderating the
heat exchange between atmosphere and ocean by building a barrier and im-
peding momentum exchanges between the two.

With 121 W/m2, heat fluxes were highest during the initial formation of a
continuous ice cover on 10 January. In February and at the beginning of
March, when a continuous ice cover formed a second time after a storm
had destroyed the initial continuous ice cover at the end of January, the av-
erage heat flux from the ice surface to the atmosphere was about 63 W/m2.
As the sun was considerably rising above the horizon at the beginning of
March, the heat flux decreased to 12 W/m2 on 29 March. The heat flux then
strongly increased to 65 W/m2 on 6 April, which might be explicable by the
melting of the only 10 cm thin ice cover in the sound close-by, caused by the
strong air-temperature increase at the end of March (see figure 5.2a). Heat
flux then gradually decreased to −34 W/m2 on 25 April. From 25 April to 5
May, the heat flux increased from −34 W/m2 to 10 W/m2, and decreased to
−34 W/m2 again. During this period, a temperature changeover in the ice
from highest temperatures at the ice bottom to highest temperatures at the
ice surface was observed (see chapter 3). The bulk heat flux in the ice did
not change considerably and was about 1 W/m2 during the whole time of
the temperature changeover.

The heat flux further decreased to −59 W/m2 on 12 May, when flushing was
observed (see chapter 3). The heat flux was about −65 W/m2 during the on-
set of ice melt on 15 May 2010; and gradually decreased to −138 W/m2

when all ice in the bay had melted.
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The results show that during initial ice formation in winter, the heat released
to the atmosphere was twice as high as the heat the atmosphere received
once the ice had reached its equilibrium thickness. With sun rising above the
horizon, the amount of heat released to the atmosphere gradually decreased
until all ice had melted. This decrease was interrupted once the heat flux ap-
proached zero. The onset of an ice-temperature changeover, accompanied by
a frequent outflow of brine from the ice was observed beginning at that time.
This can be seen as an equilibration of the whole system, where the heat the
ice received from the atmosphere resulted in an ice-temperature changeover,
accompanied by frequent brine release until both the ice temperature and
the ice salinity were almost homogeneous throughout the whole ice column
(see also chapter 3). Once the ice had adapted to air and ocean temperatures,
all heat supplied by the atmosphere resulted in melting of the ice.

5.4.6 Estimation of heat-transfer coefficients

One of the least known coefficients in modeling the heat exchange between
ocean and atmosphere in coupled climate models is the heat-transfer coeffi-
cient between ocean and ice. Due to this uncertainty, various values for this
coefficient have been used in several modeling studies in the past, ranging
from 2-250 W/m2K [see e. g. Yang and Neelin, 1993; Zhang et al., 1995; Yang
and Neelin, 1997; Gordon et al., 2000]. Thus, the estimation of the heat-transfer
coefficient between ocean and ice based on our data will give new insights
into the possible variability of this coefficient during the formation, growth
and melt of first-year sea ice.

To estimate the coupling coefficients between both ice and atmosphere and
ocean and ice, I used a simple energy-balance model, where for simplicity
the ice is assumed to have zero heat capacity; and the ice-bottom tempera-
ture is assumed to be at the salinity-determined freezing temperature Tfp.

Applying the Haney method, the upward heat flux across the water/ice sur-
face is calculated in terms of an atmospheric equilibrium state [Haney, 1971].
The equilibrium state is represented by an apparent equilibrium air tempera-
ture T∗

a , a coupling coefficient λ, and the ice-surface temperature Tis as

Hia = λ (Tis − T∗
a ) . (5.11)

The heat flux at the ice bottom Hib is calculated as

Hib = −k

(
Tfp − Tis

h

)
, (5.12)

where k = 2 W/mK is thermal conductivity of the ice, h is ice thickness and
Tfp

12 is the temperature at the ice bottom. Every heat that is necessary to
grow or melt the ice must equal

Lfρi
dh

dt
= Hib − Hoi (5.13)

where Lf is the latent heat of fusion of sea ice, ρi is ice density, and the heat
flux at the ice bottom Hoi is

Hoi = γ

(
To − Tfp

)
. (5.14)

12 fp stands for freezing point
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To is the ocean near-surface temperature, which we measured at a depth
50 cm below the growing and melting ice. The balance at the ice-ocean in-
terface is

Lfρi
dh

dt
= −k

(
Tfp − Tis

h

)
− γ

(
To − Tfp

)
. (5.15)

Hence, the ice growth is a function of the temperature at the ice bottom,
oceanic temperature, and the temperature at the surface of the ice (h =

h(Tfp, To, Tis)); and the temperature at the ice surface is determined by the
ice-bottom temperature, the ice thickness, and the equilibrium air tempera-
ture (Tis = Tis(Tfp,h, T∗

a )).

In thermal equilibrium, the ice neither grows nor melts (dh
dt = 0), and the

heat flux at the bottom of the ice is balanced by both the ocean-ice heat flux
(Hib = Hoi), and the ice-atmosphere heat flux (Hib = Hia). Thus we arrive at

λ (Tis − T∗
a ) = γ

(
To − Tfp

)
, (5.16)

where λ is the heat-transfer coefficient between ice and air, and the only
unknown is γ, the heat-transfer coefficient between ocean and ice, which
now can be calculated as

γ =
λ (Tis − T∗

a )(
To − Tfp

) . (5.17)

The calculated coupling coefficient between ocean and ice is shown together
with the coupling coefficient between the water/ice surface and the atmo-
sphere in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Estimated heat-transfer coeffcients between both ice and atmosphere,
and ocean and ice, averaged over a sliding window of one day.

As for the surface heat flux, highest values for the heat-transfer coefficient
between ocean and ice can be found during the formation of an initial con-
tinuous sea-ice cover on 10 January, and when the ice had reached its maxi-
mum thickness of 30-35 cm inMarch. Interestingly, the values of 230 W/m2K
and 130 W/m2K obtained during these times, respectively, agree with the
range of values for heat-transfer coefficients between ocean and ice of 125-
250 W/m2K that were applied by Zhang et al. [1995], since their model re-
sults were not sensitive to the coefficients in this range only.

With decreasing ice coverage and increasing air temperature, the coefficient
gradually decreased until it showed about −60 W/m2K when all ice had
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melted. Normally, it is necessary to also consider the speed of oceanic cur-
rents below the ice and ice-bottom topography [McPhee et al., 2008]. How-
ever, currents were almost absent in the bay and the ice-bottom topography
was very smooth. Hence, the formulations given above are applicable for
our measurements.

The heat-transfer coefficient between the surface and the atmosphere ranges
from a minimum of 0.5 to a maximum of 39 W/m2K, where the latter was
observed during the storm on 16 April 2010. In general, the transfer coeffi-
cient between ice and air decreased with increasing ice coverage, which can
be explained by the wind speed, which was decreasing with increasing ice
coverage, too. Moreover, the occurence of storms decreased with increasing
ice coverage (see figure 5.2d).

5.4.7 Estimation of ice thickness

Based on the theoretical considerations above, it should also be possible to
estimate the ice thickness from heat-flux measurements as

h =
k

γ

Tfp − T∗
a

To − Tfp
−

k

λ
. (5.18)

The result was quite noisy though, and I removed unreliable fluctuations
such as ice thicknesses of, for example, ±1000 m. After removing these val-
ues, the result was smoothed with a moving average lowpass filter over a
sliding window of both three days and one week. Results are shown in fig-
ure 5.15, together with in-situ measured ice thicknesses obtained by ice-core
measurements and visual observations.
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Figure 5.15: Estimated ice thickness, averaged over a sliding window of both, three
days and one week.

Estimated ice thicknesses agree well with measured ice thicknesses. Even
completely ice-free states were estimated, using the result that was smoothed
over three days. Uncertain is the estimated ice thickness at the beginning of
February, when the initial continuous ice cover was destroyed by a storm
and the ice was broken into ice floes. However, floes still were present and
their thickness might have been about 0.3 m, when the floes were pushed
against and on top of each other. However, I am lacking information on ef-
fects like this and thus the thickness estimate at the beginning of February
needs to be called into question.

However, most striking is the deviation between measured and estimated
ice thicknesses, starting from the beginning of April. Although the ice in
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the bay showed a thickness of 30-35 cm from mid March until 9 May 2010
(the day on that we arrived to recover some instruments), the estimated ice
thickness strongly decreases to almost 5 cm within about six days from 30
March to 6 April, and further decreased to a thickness of 0 cm thereafter.

To investigate why estimated and measured ice thicknesses do not agree
anymore, I subtracted the difference between the lower boundary of the
atmosphere, i. e., the surface temperature Ti,s and the upper bound of the
atmosphere, i. e., the air temperature Ta, from the difference between the
temperature at the lower boundary of the ice, i. e., the assumed ice-bottom
temperature Tfp and the temperature at the upper boundary of the ice, i. e.,
the surface temperature Ti,s.
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Figure 5.16: Difference between bulk-ice and surface-air temperatures.

The result (see figure 5.16) shows almost constant temperature differences
of about 5 ◦C from November 2009 until 29 March 2010. On that day, the
differences steeply decreased to about −6 ◦C on 6 April, and then gradu-
ally increased to 0 ◦C at the end of the field study. The interpretation of the
result is more straightforward, if we re-write the differences to(

Tfp − Ti,s

)
−

(
Ti,s − Ta

)
= Tfp − 2Ti,s + Ta. (5.19)

This is the discretization of the Laplacian operator and thus stands for a
diffusive heat-flux convergence, indicating if heat is accumulated at the sur-
face, or if heat is dissipated at the surface. This is only possible with an ad-
ditional heat-transport process. Likely candidates are the lateral transport
of heat due to the melting of the thin ice in the sound, which was accompa-
nied by an increase in the absorption of solar radiation into the ocean; and
local melting of the ice and accompanied increased evaporation from the ice
surface.

To study the changing relation between the difference between surface and
air temperature and the bulk-ice temperature separately, I cross correlated
the two temperature differences over a sliding window of 20 days at the 99%
confidence interval. The result is shown in figure 5.17.

It becomes abundantly clear that something significant must have happened
during the period from approximately 12 March to 25 April. Before dis-
cussing this period, I describe the remainder of the correlations.

The correlation between the difference between surface and air temperature
and bulk-ice temperature was positive for the whole time from December
2009 to May 2010. As indicated by the lag of maximum correlation, the the
heat provided by the atmosphere reaches the ice after approximately three
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Figure 5.17: Cross correlation between difference between surface and air tempera-
ture and bulk-ice temperature over a sliding window of 20 days. White
line marks the lag of maximum correlation.

hours with correlation coefficients above 0.95 prior to 18 March. After 19
April, the lag is 0 hours, indicating that heat was transported immediately
from one medium to the other. Correlation coefficients decreased from 0.93
to 0.81 in mid May.

During the period from 12 March until 25 April, the correlation at lag zero
considerably decreases to a correlation of about 0. Striking is the appear-
ance of the daily cycle starting from 12 March, which can be identified as
stronger signals at a lag distance of one day. Starting on 12 March, the lag
of maximum correlation increases accompanied by a decrease in correlation
until approximately 26 March. At this point, the maximum correlation is
negative for a period of about four days. From 27 March until the end of
the field study, the maximum correlation was positive again, but the lag of
maximum correlation had turned from positive to negative.

The correlation shows that with increasing solar radiation, something hap-
pened that led to a complete changeover of the atmosphere-ice system. Inter-
estingly, the period of negative lags and positive correlations coincide with
the appearance of warming-induced gravity drainage, which was discussed
in a previous chapter of this thesis (see chapter 3). Moreover, I indicated a
frequent release of brine from the ice accompanied by an ice-temperature
changeover beginning on 21 April in chapter 3, which coincides with the
time of the maximum correlation appearing at lag zero in this chapter.
Hence, the accumulation of heat at the surface led to and increase in the
liquid fraction of the ice and warming-induced gravity drainage.

These results substantiate the assumption already made in the previous sec-
tions in that the sound, which was covered by 10 cm thin ice in March, got
ice free due to the overall increasing air temperature and solar radiation
at the beginning of April. Hence, the ice-free conditions in the sound that
was only a few hundred meters apart from and connected to the bay, influ-
enced the conditions in the bay, too. The absorption of the increasing solar
radiation in the sound strongly affected air and ice temperatures in the bay.
Moreover, due to the increasing open-water fraction, the wind conditions
and relative humidity changed. Both changes we can find at the time the
melting of the sound is likely to have been occurred as a strong decrease
in relative humidity with respect to ice and an increase in wind speed (see
figure 5.2c and d).

Hence, the estimation of the ice thickness failed from April until the end
of the field study, because the higher absorption of solar radiation in the
ice-free sound affected the heat fluxes through the ice that was present in
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the bay until 20 May 2010.

5.5 summary and conclusions

In this chapter, I investigated how the formation, growth and melt of first-
year sea ice influenced both physical properties above and below the wa-
ter/ice surface and the heat exchange between the ocean surface and the
atmosphere.

I have shown that the relative humidity with respect to ice can serve as a
diagnostic tool to determine states of sea ice. When sea ice grows, relative
humidity with respect to ice shows supersaturation, when sea ice is in equi-
librium with its surroundings, relative humidity with respect to ice is near
saturation, and when sea ice melts, relative humidities with respect to ice
and water are of equal magnitude.

I have discussed results that I obtained during a lab study, carried out to
investigate how sea-ice formation can occur on seawater with temperatures
well above freezing. I have shown that sea-ice formation can occur even if
the water temperature is not at its salinity determined freezing point.

Heat flux reached its maximum of 121 W/m2 during the initial formation of
a continuous sea-ice cover. When sea ice reached its equilibrium thickness,
the heat delivered to the atmosphere was about 63 W/m2. The onset of ice
melt occurred, when the ice surface received approximately 65 W/m2.

I estimated the heat-transfer coefficient between ocean and ice, which is one
of the least known parameters in climate models. The coefficient was high-
est with 230 W/m2K during the initial formation of a continuous sea-ice
cover, and reached about 130 W/m2K once a stable ice cover had evolved.

I have shown that—within limits—it is possible to estimate the ice thick-
ness from radiation and temperature measurements in both atmosphere and
ocean.

The data and results presented in this study represent the thermal response
of first-year sea ice that grew under calm conditions and on seawater that
was well above its freezing point. The results might be used to investigate
the influence of sea-ice and ocean dynamics on the observed freezing and
melting processes in a warmer climate with oceanic temperatures well above
freezing.



Part VI

SUMMARY

Many recent reports indicate that a significant shrinkage of the Arctic Ocean
pack ice has occured during the first half of the 20th century ... other investiga-
tors have speculated on the climatic consequences of an ice-free Arctic Ocean.
In view of these reports and speculations, it seems appropriate to estimate
whether an ice-free condition of the North Polar Sea (the name often used for
the central ice-covered part of the Arctic Ocean) can be maintained by the
resulting thermal regime. To make such an estimate we must examine the per-
tinent factors of the present heat balance of this region to deduce the changes
that would occur upon the disappearance of the ice, whether from natural or ar-
tificial causes. Admittedly, the magnitudes of many of the values involved are
still uncertain, but, within limits, a reasonable approach to the problem can be
made. When available, data from polar-orbit satellites will permit refinement
of results.

— William L. Donn, 1966





6SUMMARY

In this thesis, I investigated processes involved in the seasonal variation
of first-year sea ice. I conclude by giving concise answers to the research
questions posed in the introduction. For more detail, please refer to the
individual conclusions of chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.

frost flowers and sea ice

What are possible condensation nuclei for frost flowers? How do
the temperatures above, within, and below frost-flower-covered
ice evolve compared to those for bare ice at the same level? Is
there a dependency between the salinity evolution of both frost
flowers and the underlying sea ice? Do frost flowers influence
the thickness and morphology of the underlying sea ice?

Based on various visual observations and the temperature measurements,
I suggest sea-ice platelets that have a higher solid fraction than the sur-
rounding platelets to serve as condensation nuclei for frost flowers. From
the measurements I obtained during field and lab studies, I conclude that
frost-flower-covered sea ice grows more slowly and is warmer than bare
ice that grew under the same environmental conditions, which results in
frost-flower-covered sea ice being thinner than bare ice. I find the salinity
of frost flowers to be dependent on the bulk salinity of the underlying sea
ice, as both salinities were decreasing with age, and the frost-flower salini-
ties being higher on sea ice with a higher bulk salinity. During melting, the
salty frost-flower meltwater dissolves the underlying sea ice and increases
the permeability of the ice, which leads to a faster melting process.

sea-ice desalination

Which processes lead to the desalination of first-year sea ice dur-
ing its transition from winter to summer?

During the winter-spring-summer transition, the enhanced warming of the
ice caused a changeover of the whole ice column from highest temperatures
at the ice bottom to highest temperatures at the ice surface. This tempera-
ture changeover was accompanied by a stabilization of the density profile, a
considerable increase of ice permeability, and a continuous outflow of brine
until an almost homogeneous temperature and salinity profile was reached.
The bulk salinity of 6 g/kg at the end of the changeover was comparable
to the bulk salinity of young, multi-year sea ice. Flushing occurred 4 days
later and further decreased the bulk salinity of the ice. The observed over-
all warming of the ice caused considerable melting of the salty ice surface,
which led to an increase in the brine volume. Due to the unstable density
profile, the salty brine moved towards the ice bottom, thereby dissolving the
freshwater-ice matrix and considerably increasing the permeability of the
ice, which enhanced the outflow of brine. Hence, during the winter-spring
transition, sea ice desalinated by warming-induced permeability drainage.
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in situ bulk-salinity measurements

How applicable are electrical impedance measurements between
two thin metallic wires to obtain the bulk-salinity evolution of
sea ice in situ?

The sensitivity studies show the individual wire pairs to be highly sensi-
tive to environmental conditions, which results in different values for the
impedance even under the same conditions. I observed mechanical defor-
mation of the wires by the ice growing in between them, which implies the
conductivity-cell calibration not to hold anymore. Moreover, the instrumen-
tal setup modifies the properties of the ice the instrument is supposed to
measure. Hence, I call the applicability of the current version of this instru-
ment into question.

heat flux through first-year sea ice

How does the formation, growth, and melt of first-year sea ice in-
fluence the heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere? How
can sea-ice formation occur on seawater that is well above its
freezing point? Is it possible to estimate ice thicknesses and ocean-
to-ice heat-transfer coefficients from the derived surface heat fluxes?

I find that highest surface-heat fluxes of 121 W/m2 occurred during the ini-
tial formation of a continuous sea-ice cover. When the ice reached its equi-
librium thickness, the heat delivered to the atmosphere was about 63 W/m2.
The onset of ice melt occurred, when the ice surface received approximately
65 W/m2. From results of a lab study and the field measurements, I con-
clude that sea-ice formation on seawater that is well above its salinity deter-
mined freezing temperature is possible. Prerequisites for the formation to
occur are low turbulence at the water surface and a sufficient temperature
difference between ocean and atmosphere. Under these conditions, heat is
extracted from the upper ocean, which leads to supercooling and initial nu-
cleation of a thin ice cover that, once formed, prevents lower layers from
atmospheric turbulence and effectively conducts heat, which further allows
ice growth. I successfully estimated ice thicknesses and the heat-transfer co-
efficient between ocean and ice, which is one of the least known parameters
in climate models. The estimation was valid until accumulation of heat at
the ice surface induced melting of the ice interior.
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Polar foxes have a black skin. Don’t ask how we found out. And they really
like eating cables connecting the most important of your instruments with
the data logger. I am curious if polar rabbits have a black skin too. We need
to answer this during our next field trip ...

And whenever you are taking an ice core—not, as you should do it, with
the power of your arms—with a drilling machine ... just take care about a
safe connection to the ice-core barrel. It might be that this 6000 dollar thing
will get lost into the depths of the polar ocean.

... and as long as man will listen to the roar of the waves above the depth of the
sea, as long as the human eye will follow the play of the northern light on the silent
snowy landscapes, and as long as it will look out for the celestial bodies far away
in infinite space, so long the romance of the Unknown will lead the human genius
forward and upward!

— Fridtjof Nansen, 1911
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